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Extensive air showers (EASs) of energy above 8 × 1018 eV observed from 1974 to 1995 on the Yakutsk EAS
array are analyzed. Showers without muonic component are found. From the arrival directions of these showers,
two clusters were found, one of which coincides, within the error bars, with a pulsar in the Milky Way Galaxy.
© 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa; 95.85.Ry
Theoretical calculations [1] predict that primary
cosmic γ rays produce anomalously small numbers of
nuclear active particles and muons. At a γ-ray energy of

1015 eV, the expected flux density  of muons with
energies above 10 GeV at a distance of r from the
shower axis is less than 1/30 of the muon flux densities

 from the ordinary showers induced by nuclei
and protons [2]; i.e.,

/  < 1/30.

The 6 × 1016 eV data from the EAS array of the Mos-
cow State University indicated that the ratio of the
number of γ-ray showers including an anomalously
small muon content to the number of showers with nor-
mal muon content is less than 2 × 10−4 [3].

Analyzing the Yakutsk EAS data, we found show-
ers, which we call anomalous showers, free of the
muon components. Unfortunately, we have no informa-
tion on whether or not they are produced by γ rays of
extremely high energies. Having no clear notion of the
origin of these showers, we decided to consider their
distribution over the celestial sphere.

At present, the Yakutsk EAS array consists of
49 ground-based scintillation detectors with an area of
214 m2 plus 5 underground muon detectors with an area

ρµ
γ r( )

ρµ
Zp r( )

ρµ
γ r( ) ρµ

Zp r( )
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of 100 m2 and having the detection threshold E >
1.0 secθ GeV, where θ is the zenith angle of the shower
arrival. The array is about 12 km2.

In this study, the EASs detected on the Yakutsk EAS
array from 1974 to 1995 were analyzed. We considered
596 showers of energies above 0.8 × 1019 eV with
zenith angles <60° and the axes falling within the array
perimeter. Twenty of these showers had energies >4 ×
1019 eV. The energy and the arrival direction of a pri-
mary EAS-inducing particle were determined within an
accuracy of ~30% and ~3%, respectively. The overall
detection time interval was divided into individual time
intervals of 6 h. Time intervals when the muon detec-
tors were inoperative were excluded from the analysis.
When the muon detectors were in operation, we
selected the showers with zero muon component. For
zero readings of the muon detectors, the probability
that none of the particles fell within the detectors was
estimated as P = Πexp(–ρiSi), where ρi are the expected
densities and Si is the area of the ith detector. A shower
for which this probability was P > 10–4 was excluded
from consideration. With such a procedure, 14 of the
596 showers were selected. Above the energy 4 ×
1019 eV, there was no shower without muons. The num-
ber of anomalous showers was ~3% of the number of
showers with normal muon content.
Time of arrival, energy, and coordinates of the showers forming doublets

Cluster no. Date Energy, E, eV Declination and right ascension, 
deg

Galactic latitude and longitude, 
deg

1 17.2.1981 7.7 63.7 30.6 2.2 131.1

1 25.12.1984 8.3 58.1 33.8 –2.6 134.3

2 17.5.1984 9.8 42.2 100.3 16.7 173.6

2 23.10.1986 18.6 45.0 101.5 18.5 171.3
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Fig. 1. The densities ρ(r) (circles, measured, and solid line,
expected) of electron–photon and (rhombuses and dashed
line) muonic components as functions of the distance from
the shower axis. The muonic component is zero at all five
points of muon observation.

Fig. 2. Relative times (in min) of arrival of the showers
involving muons: (t1) before and (t2) after the arrival time t0
of a shower without muons.

Fig. 3. The map (solid circles) of arrival directions of the
anomalous showers in equatorial coordinates, inclination δ,
and right ascension RA. The doublets 1 and 2 are shown by
large circles.

Shower no.

RA
For one of the 14 selected anomalous showers,
Fig. 1 shows the observed densities of (circles) elec-
tron–photon and (rhombuses) muonic components as
functions of the distance from the shower axis. The
muonic component is zero at all five points of muon
observation. The probability that none of the particles
falls within the muon detectors is ~ 10–37. The solid and
dashed lines are the spatial distribution functions for
the electron–photon and muonic components, respec-
tively, for a given energy and arrival direction of the
shower [4].

Figure 2 displays the relative times (in min) of
arrival of the muon-involving showers arriving before
and after the showers without muons. In particular,
8 min before the shower considered above and marked
by number 13 in Fig. 2 (Fig. 1), a 2 × 1017 eV shower
had arrived and one detector recorded muons; 9 min
after the shower considered in Fig. 1, a 1.4 × 1018 eV
shower arrived and three detectors recorded muons.
These figures demonstrate that there are ultrahigh-
energy showers without the muonic components.

Figure 3 shows (solid circles) a map of arrival direc-
tions for the anomalous showers in equatorial coordi-
nates (declination δ and right ascension RA). Note that
the Yakutsk EAS array observes only the north side,
corresponding to the declinations δ > 2°, of the celestial
sphere. We did not find any correlation between the
arrival directions of the 14 anomalous showers and pul-
sars [5]. However, two doublets are observed in the
shower distributions (see Fig. 3 and table). The first
doublet is located at a distance of less than 4° from the
PSR 0154+61° pulsar. In the second doublet, the show-
ers are spaced at 3°; the probability of two showers
being accidentally placed at a distance of 1.5° from the
point with coordinates δ = 43.5° and RA = 101° is P ~
10–5 for a uniform distribution of primary radiation.
Such a low probability gives grounds to believe that the
second doublet is also induced by a point pulsar source.
It is likely that not all pulsars have been observed as yet.
The probability of two showers being accidentally situ-
ated at a distance of 4° from the PSR 0154+61° pulsar
is P ~ 1.3 × 10–3. The probability of a joint observation
of two doublets—one within a range of 4° around the
PSR 0154+61° pulsar and the other within the same
range around the point with the coordinates δ = 43.5°
and RA = 101° is P ~ 6 × 10–7. The first doublet is in the
galactic plane and the second one, within a range of 20°
from the galactic plane. This is likely due to the fact that
the particles with energies below 4 × 1019 are of galactic
origin [6].

Note that the flux of ordinary showers with energies
~1019 eV within the range r < 6° around the direction of
the above-indicated PSR 0154+61° pulsar exhibits a
3.5σ excess over that expected for isotropic distribution
[6]. The characteristics of a pulsar PSR 0154+61°: dis-
tance 0.7 kpc, period 2.351653 sec, age 2 × 105 yr.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
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The flux of the anomalous showers from the PSR
0154+61° pulsar is ~10–19 cm–2 s–1.

In summary, showers without muonic component
>1 GeV were observed in the ultrahigh-energy range.
The arrival directions of some showers are closely cor-
related: two doublets were found. The position of the
two doublets at low galactic latitudes and correlation of
one of them with a pulsar are likely due to the fact that
cosmic rays with energies of up to 4 × 1019 eV are gen-
erated in pulsars [6].

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, project no. 00-02-16325.
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Chemical composition of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays is estimated through the reliably determined (both
experimentally and theoretically) distribution of the number of showers in the galactic latitude. Experimental
data at energies of ~1019 eV agree with the theoretical calculations, provided that cosmic rays involve pre-
dominantly heavy nuclei. An enhanced flux of cosmic rays from the galactic plane is detected at energies of
~1019 eV. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 98.70.Sa
Using model calculations of the NN and πN interac-
tions at ultrahigh energies, the chemical composition
was estimated through the depth of the maximum of the
shower development from the data obtained on the
Yakutsk array for extensive air showers (EASs) and
indicated that protons dominate in the primary radia-
tion at 1018–1019 eV [1]. Similar estimations of the
chemical composition from the Fly’s Eye EAS array
data [2] at an energy of ~1019 eV demonstrated that the
fraction of protons is ~ 90%. Applying an upgraded
model of the interaction of particles to an analysis of
the maximum of shower development detected on the
Fly’s Eye array, Wolfendale and Wibig [3] concluded
that cosmic rays with energies up to 3 × 1018 eV are com-
posed of heavy nuclei and that the fraction of heavy
nuclei is no less than 50% for energies above 3 × 1018 eV.
Thus, these works exhibit contradictions in estimating
the chemical composition of cosmic rays with ultrahigh
energies through the maximum of shower develop-
ment, because such an estimation requires the extrapo-
lation of some characteristics of the NN and πN interac-
tions from low to ultrahigh energies. In this study, the
chemical composition of the cosmic rays are alterna-
tively estimated through the observed and expected
distributions of the numbers of showers in the galactic
latitude.

As was shown in [4], cosmic rays of energies up to
4 × 1019 eV are most likely of galactic origin. For this
reason, the arrival directions are analyzed for the (0.8–
4) × 1019 eV EASs detected on the Yakutsk array during
1974–1995. Data are presented by the arrival directions
of 576 showers with zenith angles <60° and axes falling
within the array perimeter. The average energy of the
showers is equal to 1.3 × 1019 eV.
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20160
The expected number of showers from a given
galactic latitude is determined in the model calculations
of particle paths in the assumed magnetic field of the
Milky Way Galaxy.

This work uses a disk magnetic-field model pro-
posed in [5] and based on the determination of the mea-
sure of Faraday rotation of the radio emissions from
pulsars. The dominant component of the magnetic field
is the azimuthal component with a magnitude of ~2 µG,
while the radial and z components of the field are an
order of magnitude smaller. Along with the regular
component of the field, there is an irregular component
with a magnitude from 0 to 5 µG and typical dimension
of 100 pc. The direction of the irregular component is
distributed randomly. The radius and half-height of the
disk are 15 and 0.4 kpc, respectively.

As in [6], the existence of an extensive magnetic
field beyond the disk, in the galactic halo, is assumed.
This field has both regular and irregular components.
The basic azimuthal regular component of the magnetic
field in the galactic halo is ~1exp(|z | – 0.4)/5 kpc)] µG.
The irregular component has a magnitude from 0 to
1.5 µG and a characteristic size of 500 pc. Its direction
is also distributed randomly. The radius and half-height
of the halo are 15 and 5 kpc, respectively.

The following two cases of the distribution of cos-
mic-ray sources are considered: (i) the sources are dis-
tributed uniformly over the entire disk and (ii) the
sources are pulsars in the disk (as was shown in [7] and
in other works, cosmic rays most likely originate from
pulsars). The distribution of pulsars over the radius r
and height z of the galactic disk is described by the
function

f r z,( ) f 1 r( ) f 2 z( ),=
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where f1(r) = (1 – exp(r2/8))exp(–r2/100) and f2(z) =
1/0.46exp(–|z |/0.23). The function f1(r) is found by
approximating the observed pulsar distribution over the
radius r [8] while the function f2(z) is taken from [8].

In the above model of the galactic magnetic field,
the expected numbers of showers from a given galactic
latitude are determined through calculating the antipar-
ticle paths from the Earth. The antiparticle paths are
calculated up to their exit beyond the halo and corre-
spond to the paths of positively charged particles from
the sources. The flux of expected particles in a given
direction is proportional to the path length of the anti-
particles in the source region and to the density of the
sources. The paths of antiparticles, i.e., antiprotons, are
considered for energies 5 × 1017 and 1.3 × 1019 eV. Anti-
proton energies of 1.3 × 1019 and 5 × 1017 eV corre-
spond to the average energy of the showers under con-
sideration and to the generation of showers by proton
and iron nuclei, respectively.

The lengths of the particle paths in the galactic disk
or the expected intensities of the particles are plotted
in Fig. 1 as functions of the galactic latitude b. The
solid line displays the lengths of the particle paths for
the case where the cosmic-ray sources are distributed
over the entire disk, and the dashed line corresponds to
the case of pulsar sources. Independently of the
assumed sources, the anisotropy is expected to be
equal to 100% and a few percent for primary radiation
consisting of protons and iron nuclei, respectively.
Note that a similar conclusion was obtained in [9] for
other models of the galactic magnetic field. An
increase in the halo dimension up to 30–100 kpc with
a field magnitude of ~1 µG virtually does not change
the results [10, 11].

The observed distribution of the showers in the
galactic latitude b is obtained from the data from the
Yakutsk EAS array and is plotted in Fig. 2 along with
the expected number of showers from primary radiation
consisting of (p) protons and (Fe) iron nuclei. The

Fig. 1. The length of paths (the expected intensity) of (p)
protons and (Fe) iron nuclei with energies 1.3 × 1019 eV in
the galactic disk. The solid lines correspond to the sources
uniformly distributed over the entire disk, and the dashed
lines are for the pulsar sources.
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
expected number of showers is obtained from the
expected intensity (Fig. 1), taking into account the expo-
sure of the Yakutsk EAS array on the celestial sphere,
and is normalized to the observed number of showers.
After normalization, the expected number of showers
from both protons and iron nuclei coincide with each
other for both cases of the source distribution. A com-
parison of the observed and expected distributions of
showers in the galactic latitude using the χ2 method
indicates that the fraction of iron nuclei in the primary
radiation at 1019 eV should be no less than 80%.

Note that the above-considered showers exhibit an
enhanced flux of particles from the galactic plane at lat-
itudes |b | < 3°: 59 showers are observed, compared to
34.4 expected in the case of the isotropic primary radi-
ation; i.e., the observed number exceeds the expected
number by 4.2σ. This enhanced flux of particles with
energies of ~1019 eV is apparently related to the fact
that cosmic rays with energies of up to 4 × 1019 eV are
most likely of galactic origin and are generated in pul-
sars [7]. The estimation of the chemical composition of
the primary radiation through the arrival direction of
showers demonstrates that cosmic rays at an energy of
~1019 eV consist predominantly of iron nuclei whose
fraction is ≥80%.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, project no. 00-02-16325.
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The reduced decay period of the triton, (ft1/2)T = (1129.6 ± 3) s, and the free-neutron decay period, (t1/2)n =
(616.7 ± 2.7 ± 1.3) s, are determined from the experimental and theoretical values of the chemical shifts of
atomic and molecular tritium. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 13.30.Ce; 14.20.Dh; 23.40.-s
For mixed allowed beta transitions, including the
decays of tritium nuclei and free neutrons, the decay
period (t1/2)T, n corresponding to the direct production of
continuum electrons is expressed in terms of the
nuclear transition matrix elements as [1]

(1)

Here, GV and GA are, respectively, the vector and the
axial weak interaction constants; MV and MA are,
respectively, the vector and axial matrix elements of the
beta-decay Hamiltonian; K is a constant; f(E0) is the
phase-space integral for a continuum beta electron; and
E0 is the edge energy of the beta spectrum (the sub-
scripts T and n correspond to the transitions T  3He
and n  p, respectively).

The matrix elements |MV |n, |MV |T, and |MA |n for the
transitions within the isospin doublets 1/2+  1/2+ are

exactly known (1, 1, and , respectively [1]), while
the axial matrix element for a relatively simple tritium
nucleus can be calculated using different models of the
nucleon wave functions and the intranuclear potential
shape, allowing the neutron decay period to be derived
from Eq. (1) using the data on triton beta decay. The
main errors in this method of estimating (t1/2)n come
from the variations in experimental values of the decay
period in different tritium compositions because of the
effect of electron surroundings of triton on the process
of beta-electron formation. Three reaction channels are
distinguished for beta decay in the tritium atomic and
molecular systems: (i) the direct production of a contin-
uum electron; (ii) the production of a continuum elec-
tron via replacing the orbital electrons by a beta elec-
tron; and (iii) decay into the bound states, i.e., the for-
mation of a beta electron at one of the shells of a
daughter atom. An appreciable fraction of beta elec-
trons is produced with wavelengths typical of atomic

t1/2( )T n,
K /GV

2

f T n, E0( ) MV T n,
2 MA T n,

2 GA
2 /GV

2+( )
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------.=

3
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electronic systems, because the energy released in tri-
ton beta decay is relatively small. This renders the final-
state interaction of beta electrons with the orbital elec-
trons and electron holes efficient, leading to deviations
(called chemical shifts) of the experimental decay peri-
ods from the (t1/2)T value and making the calculation of
the reduced triton decay period (ft1/2)T with an accuracy
corresponding to the accuracy of the other parameters
in Eq. (1) impossible without the introduction of cor-
rections for the chemical shifts.

Intensive theoretical analyses of the atomic effects
in the high-energy component of the tritium beta spec-
trum were particularly stimulated by interest in the
problem of neutrino mass and gave, for a number of
atomic and molecular systems T, T–, T2, CH3T, etc. [2–5],
beta-spectrum edge energy shifts ∆E0 due to orbital
rearrangement caused by the emission of beta electrons
and a sudden increase in the nuclear charge. For a wide
class of tritium compositions, this makes it possible to
determine, through changing E0 to E0 + ∆E0 in the
phase-space integral, the decay-rate variations induced
by a change in the momentum phase-space domain
available for beta electrons. At the same time, the effect
of nucleus charge screening by orbital electrons, the
exchange effect, and the effect of decay into bound
states on the decay rate were analyzed only for triton
decay in the tritium atom and in the T+ and T– ions,
where the final-state electron ensemble has simple con-
figurations: ns1 in the 3He+ ion and 1s2, 2s2, ns1ms1 in
the neutral helium atom. Therefore, a complete set of
theoretical values for the chemical shifts of decay peri-
ods was obtained only for atomic ions and free tritium
atoms. This means that the free-triton decay period in
Eq. (1) can only be calculated using the experimentally
determined decay period for atomic tritium.

A direct measurement of the decay period of atomic
tritium requires solution of a complicated problem of
stabilizing hydrogen atoms during time intervals
2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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comparable with the decay period. This is also the rea-
son that hinders the experimental determination of the
decay periods for the T+ and T– ions. An alternative
approach to the experimental determination of the beta-
decay time characteristics in unstable atomic and
molecular systems is to carry out experiments on mea-
suring the difference in the decay rates of tritium nuclei
in two compositions, for one of which the decay period
can be measured. In [6], we reported the result of such
an experiment, where the helium differential method
[7] was used to obtain ∆t1/2 = (t1/2)m – (t1/2)a = (0.0316 ±
0.0055) yr for the difference between the values for
molecular and atomic tritium. A weighted average of
two of the most recent and most consistent estimates [8,
9] for the decay period of molecular tritium is 〈t1/2〉m =
(12.296 ± 0.017) yr, and, therefore, (t1/2)a = (12.264 ±
0.018) yr. Since (t1/2)m and ∆t1/2 were determined by
methods taking into account all beta-decay channels,
the resulting (t1/2)a value corresponds to the total decay
probability; i.e., it takes into account both the processes
leading to the formation of continuum electrons and the
decay into bound states. In this case, to determine
(t1/2)T, the (t1/2)a value should be corrected for decay into
the bound states, for the excitation of an s electron in
the 3He+ ion (0.50%), for screening of the nuclear
charge in the 3He+ ion (–0.41%), and for the exchange
effect (0.15%). It is appropriate to estimate the correc-
tion for decay into bound states at (0.62 ± 0.07)%,
which is the average of the results obtained in [3,
10−12]; other corrections were theoretically obtained
in [3]. The result is (t1/2)T = 12.264(1 + 0.0086) =
(12.369 ± 0.020) yr.

The mass difference (18529 ± 2) eV + mec2 between
the tritium and helium-3 nuclei was determined in [13]
from the weighted mean of eleven independent mea-
surements of the corresponding atomic mass differ-
ence. Taking into account the recoil energy (~3.4 eV) of
the helium nucleus, we obtain a value of E0 = (18525.6 ±
2) eV for the edge energy of the beta spectrum for the
decay of a free triton. Calculating the phase-space inte-
gral by the method that takes into account the Coulomb
interaction of a beta electron with a nucleus of finite
dimension and mass, as well as the exchange of virtual
photons between the charged particles involved in beta
decay (within an accuracy of radiation corrections on
the order of α2) [14], we obtain from the above-men-
tioned E0 value that fT = (2.894 ± 0.006) × 10–6 and,
therefore, (ft1/2)T = (1129.6 ± 3) s.

From the ratio in Eq. (1) for the neutron and triton
with the above-mentioned values of the nuclear matrix
elements, the decay period (t1/2)n is expressed as

(2)

With allowance made for the proton recoil energy,
the value mnc2 – mpc2 = (782333 ± 6) eV + mec2 [15] for

t1/2( )n

f t1/2( )T 1 MA T
2 GA

2 /GV
2+( )

f n 1 3GA
2 /GV

2+( )
--------------------------------------------------------------.=
the energy of the n  p transition corresponds to the
value E0 = (781582 ± 6) eV. In this case, the phase-
space integral determined by the method developed in
[16], with inclusion, as in the case of fT, of radiative cor-
rections on the order of α and the finite dimensions and
mass of a nucleus, takes the value fn = 1.71487 ±
0.00015.

Substituting the K/  = (6137.2 ± 3.6) s value
determined from the data on eight purely Fermi transi-
tions [17] into the numerator in Eq. (1) for triton, we

find that X =  = 4.4331. At the same time,
using the values GA/GV = –1.267 ± 0.0035 [18] and

|MA|T = (0.962 ± 0.002) calculated in [19], where
five modifications of the intranuclear potential were
considered, we obtain X = 4.4568. With 〈X〉  = 4.445 ±
0.012 and the above values of (ft1/2)T, fn and GA/GV ,
Eq. (2) yields (t1/2)n = (616.7 ± 2.7 ± 1.3) s. Here, the
first error term corresponds to the statistical error (1σ)
determined by the experimental error of (ft1/2)T and the
error of calculating |MA|T , and the second error term is
the systematic error due to uncertainty of the 〈X〉  quan-
tity.

The estimate made above for the decay period cor-
responds to the neutron mean lifetime tn = (889.7 ±
3.9 ± 1.9) s with respect to beta decay. This result
agrees well with the estimates obtained for tn from the
measurement of the neutron lifetime by the method of
determining the decay exponent for ultracold neutrons
confined in a gravitational trap, tn = (888.4 ± 3.1 ± 1.1) s
[20], and by the method of counting decay events in a
calibrated neutron beam, tn = (889.2 ± 3.0 ± 3.8) s [21].
This agreement indicates that the method reported in
this work for estimating the neutron decay period is
adequate and can be used for matching a number of
mutually related parameters characterizing beta pro-
cesses.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research (project no. 97-03-393665) and the
State Science and Technology Program “Fundamental
Metrology,” project no. 4.06.
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The results of studying the  system produced in the reaction π–p  n at a π–-meson energy of 40 GeV
are reported. Experimental data (~2300 events) were obtained on the ITEP 6-meter spectrometer with a beam
of the IHEP U-70 accelerator. The invariant-mass spectra for the events dominated by the singlet or triplet

 states were found to differ considerably from each other. The data give evidence for the existence of reso-
nance states of the  system in the mass regions near 2.3, 2.5, and 2.8 GeV. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interpe-
riodica”.

PACS numbers: 14.20.Jn; 13.85.Ni

L–

ΛΛ ΛΛ

ΛΛ
ΛΛ
† Interest in the investigation of baryon–antibaryon
states is mainly caused by the fact that these states can
be produced in the decay of usual mesons, thus provid-
ing a natural opportunity to study resonance states with
very large masses. A number of broad resonances were
found in the  system [1] and in the  systems

with strangeness [2, 3]. The  system is also of inter-
est because it may contain states with hidden strange-
ness, e.g.,  states of the φ- and -meson type.

The  system was previously studied in [4–7]. In
each experiment, no more than 100 events were
detected, which gave no possibility of analyzing in
detail the properties of the  system. Our previous
studies were carried out on ~300-event statistics and
gave some evidence for the existence of a resonance
structure in the  system [8–11].

Recently, the  system was studied with consid-
erably larger statistics in the Z0-boson decay and 
interactions [12, 13]. However, these works were
devoted to studying the quantum and polarization char-
acteristics of this system and gave no evidence of the
resonance structures.

Experimental data were obtained on the ITEP 6-
meter magnetic spark spectrometer [14] with a beam of
40-GeV φ-mesons from the IHEP U-70 accelerator. A
system of trigger counters surrounding a liquid-hydro-
gen target allowed the detection of the processes

† Deceased.

p p Λ p Λ p( )

ΛΛ

ss f 2'

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ
p p
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accompanied by emission of neutral strange particles.
The characteristics of the spectrometer and the results
obtained for the KSKS system were reported in [15].

In this work, the production of pairs of Λ and
 hyperons was analyzed on statistics of 2308 events

detected in five exposures. These events are generated
mainly in the “elastic” reaction

(1)

The contribution of the “inelastic” channel

, (2)

where X0 is a neutral system with zero strangeness and
mass larger than the neutron mass, is ~30%. The exper-
imental sensitivity was ~70 events/nb.

The events with hyperon production were identified
on the basis of χ2 values fitting the neutral V0 events to

the hypotheses of γ, , Λ, and  particles. For the
cases where χ2 values for different hypotheses were
close, we took into account, in addition to χ2, the prob-
ability of a given decay length to occur and the a priori
probabilities of the KS and Λ ( ) fluxes (the cross sec-
tion for the production of a pair of KS mesons is approx-
imately an order of magnitude greater than the cross
section for the production of the  system). The
events were analyzed using standard selection criteria:
minimum distance between the Λ and  paths; dispo-
sition of event vertices in the target region; track dis-
placement; and the number of points in the tracks.

Λ

π– p ΛΛn, Λ pπ–, Λ pπ+.

π– p ΛΛ X0

KS
0 Λ

Λ

ΛΛ

Λ
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Fig. 1. Invariant-mass distributions for the  events: (a) overall statistics and (b) events of reaction (1).ΛΛ

Fig. 2. Distributions of the  events over (a) the transferred momentum t ', (b) cosθGJ, and (c) azimuthal angle φTY. The lines are
described in the text.

ΛΛ

φTY
For some events, KS and Λ were identified unambig-
uously, resulting in a background generated by pairs of
KS-mesons. To suppress this background, the invariant
masses of both forks were calculated on the assumption
that they decay into π-mesons. The events for which
both masses fell within the KS-meson mass range
(497 ± 12 MeV) were rejected. As a result, 10 ± 2% of
the events were lost. Nevertheless, the final samples of
reactions (1) and (2) contained a 12 ± 3% background.
This background was estimated from the number of 2V0

events fitted to the ΛΛ and  pairs forbidden by the
conservation laws in the experimental topology.

The geometric acceptance function of the spectrom-
eter was calculated by the Monte Carlo method, taking
into account the positions of the track detectors, target,
scintillation counters of the trigger, and the magnetic

ΛΛ
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
field topography. The acceptance was found to be a
smooth function and, for this reason, was not taken into
account in further analysis.

Figure 1 shows the spectra of invariant masses of the
 system: (a) the total spectrum for reactions (1) and

(2) and (b) the spectrum of the events selected for reac-
tion (1). It is seen that the spectra differ only slightly
from each other, so that all events were used in further
analysis.

There is a sharp near-threshold rise which can be
assigned to the resonances in this region and to the
kinematic effect. A maximum at 2.5 GeV and a shoul-
der near 2.8 GeV may also be manifestations of the res-
onance structures. In our previous work [10], evidence
was obtained for the existence of either resonances or
sets of close resonances in these mass regions.

ΛΛ
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Table

 mass range, GeV t' region, GeV2 K ε S

2.23–2.43 all t' –1.62 ± 0.58 0.66 ± 0.15 0(1)

<0.12 –0.02 ± 0.82

>0.12 –2.13 ± 0.79

2.43–2.63 all t' 0.57 ± 0.51 0.11 ± 0.13 1(0)

<0.12 0.33 ± 0.74

>0.12 0.88 ± 0.70

2.63–2.91 all t' 1.06 ± 0.63 –0.02 ± 0.16 1

<0.12 1.84 ± 0.90

>0.12 0.34 ± 0.88

2.23–3.83 all t' 0.65 ± 0.30 0.09 ± 0.08 1(0)

<0.12 0.88 ± 0.44

>0.12 0.45 ± 0.40

ΛΛ
Figure 2 demonstrates the distribution over the
4-momentum t ' = |t – tmin| transferred from the incident
pion to the system under study and the angular distribu-
tions for the overall spectrum of invariant masses of the

 system. The t ' distribution (Fig. 2a) is approxi-
mated well by the sum of two exponential functions,
dN/dt ' = a1exp(−b1t ') + a2exp(–b2t '), with b1 = 12.3 ±
2.4 GeV–2 and b2 = 3.11 ± 0.24 GeV–2. This indicates
that, in addition to a one-pion exchange (OPE),
exchanges with other particles (B, a1, a2, ρ) take place.
The distribution over the cosine of the Gottfried–Jack-
son angle cosθGJ (Fig. 2b) is reproduced well by the S,
P0, and D0 waves with SP0 interference. Inclusion of
additional amplitudes did not improve the description.
However, the contribution of waves with higher angular
momenta in some mass intervals was not improbable.
The distribution in Fig. 2c in the Treiman–Yang angle
φTY is virtually isotropic and satisfactorily described by
the function F(φ) = a + bcos2φ with the normalized
constants a = 1.0 ± 0.25 and b = 0.07 ± 0.35. This indi-
cates that the contribution from the nonzero projection
of orbital angular momentum to the total spectrum is
negligible.

Quantum numbers of the LL system. The
 system consisting of a fermion and an antifermion

has spin S = 0 or 1; total angular momentum J = S + L,
where L is the orbital angular momentum; isospin
I = 0; and negative intrinsic parity. The spatial parity is
determined as P = –(–1)L = (–1)L + 1, the charge parity
as C = (–1)L + S, and the combined PC parity depends on
the spin S of the  system. The singlet (S = 0) and
triplet (S = 1) states have, respectively, opposite and
identical signs of the P and C parities.

Spin correlations. Weak decays Λ  pπ– and
  π+ provide information on the polarization

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

Λ p
and spin state of the  system. The spin of the system
is characterized by the coefficient of correlation K =

[9/(αΛ )] , where αΛ = 0.647 (  = –0.647) is
the asymmetry parameter for the decay of the Λ hype-
ron ( );  is the angle between the directions of a
proton and an antiproton from the decays of Λ and

 in their CM frame, respectively; and the averaging is
performed over events. For the triplet S = 1 and singlet
S = 0 states, K = 1 and –3, respectively [5, 16, 17].

To the make specific features of the mass spectrum
more pronounced (Fig. 1), the events were selected
according to the sign of the coefficient K and to the
magnitude t ' of transferred momentum. The table pre-
sents the weighted mean K values for various mass
intervals of the  system, without selection and with
two selections for t '. The fraction ε = (1 – K)/4 of the
singlet state is also given. Note that ε = 0.25 for a sta-
tistical mixture of the singlet and triplet states. The last
column contains the preferable spin states of the

 system, as determined from the whole statistics in
the indicated mass interval.

Near-threshold region. Figures 3a and 3b dem-
onstrate that the difference between the spectra of

 masses with the selection of transferred momenta
is most pronounced in the 2.23–2.43 GeV range. A
maximum is almost absent for small transferred
momenta; conversely, a distinct signal is observed in
this mass range at t ' > 0.12 GeV2. The negative value of
the coefficient K indicates that this resonance is pre-
dominantly in the singlet spin state with unnatural spin
parity. However, this range may also include a triplet
state.

A considerable difference between the spectra in
Figs. 3a and 3b is evidenced by the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov goodness-of-fit test, whose value (2.3–2.5) ×

ΛΛ

αΛ θp pcos αΛ

Λ θp p

Λ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ
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Fig. 3. Invariant-mass spectra for the  events with various selection criteria for t ' and the correlation coefficient K: (a) t ' < 0.12 GeV2

and K < 0, (b) t ' > 0.12 GeV2 and K < 0, (c) t ' < 0.12 GeV2 and K > 0, and (d) t ' > 0.12 GeV2 and K > 0. The vertical dashed lines
indicate the limits of the invariant-mass ranges under consideration.

ΛΛ
10–3 was determined for the mass spectrum range from
the threshold to 3 GeV.

Region 2.43–2.63 GeV. Identification of the reso-

nance features in this mass range of the  system is
not quite conclusive, because a maximum occurs in the
range of small transferred momenta t ' < 0.12 GeV2

under the selections with correlation coefficients K < 0
and K > 0. A maximum in this mass range can be
caused by the existence of a nonresonance phase space,
together with one or two resonances differing in com-
bined parity PC. This is also confirmed by the near-zero
K value (table), which can be explained by a statistical
mixture of the singlet and triplet states.

Region 2.63–2.91 GeV. The correlation coefficient
K unambiguously points to the predominantly triplet

 state in this mass range. The plot in Fig. 3c exhibits
the most pronounced maximum in the mass range near
2.8 GeV. In addition, this mass range is characterized
by a strongly nonuniform distribution over the cosine
of the Gottfried–Jackson angle, which can be attributed
to the presence of waves with high orbital angular
momenta. As to the distribution over the Treiman–Yang
angle, it points to small values of the projection of
orbital angular momentum in this mass range.

ΛΛ

ΛΛ
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In conclusion, let us formulate the preliminary
results of an analysis of the  system.

The  system is produced in the reaction π–p 

n, predominantly in the triplet state. The singlet
fraction, as determined for the entire mass spectrum, is
0.09 ± 0.08 (see table), in agreement with the CERN
(LEAR) results [13], where the production of the

 system was examined in the  interactions. The

triplet states are mainly produced at  masses above
2.4 GeV and at low transferred momenta t ' < 0.12 GeV2,
which does not contradict the OPE dominance. In the
near-threshold mass region, the  system is predom-
inantly produced in the singlet state; the singlet frac-
tion here is 0.66 ± 0.15 and equals 0.78 ± 0.20 at t ' >
0.12 GeV2.

On the basis of the quantum characteristics of the
 system and regularities of its production, we

gained evidence for the existence of resonance features
in the invariant mass ranges near 2.3, 2.5, and 2.8 GeV.

Resonance meson states with masses above the
threshold of production of the  system were
observed in some previous experiments. In particular, a

ΛΛ

ΛΛ
ΛΛ

ΛΛ p p

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ

ΛΛ
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pseudoscalar resonance η(2225) with a width of
150 MeV was observed in the φφ system produced in
J/Ψ decay at the MARK III setup. The excess of the
singlet  state found in our analysis in the near-
threshold region at high transferred momenta can be
treated as a manifestation of the  decay of this res-
onance or its analogue, the η' meson [production of the
0+(0–+) states is allowed in the presence of the a2
exchange]. The triplet component of the cross section
in the near-threshold region is likely induced by the
f2(2300) and f2(2340) resonances observed in the
π−p  φφn reaction [19]. A maximum near 2.5 GeV
can be attributed to  decay of the f6(2510) reso-

nance found in the π0π0 system [20]. The  reso-
nance states under study can also be treated as  states
belonging either to the leading φ–  trajectory or to the
daughter trajectories. An amplitude analysis of the

 system would clarify this situation, particularly as
regards the discovery of resonance states with high (>6)
angular momenta.

We are grateful to the staff of the ITEP 6-meter
spectrometer and to the IHEP employees who provided
the spectrometer operation in the beam from the U-70
accelerator.
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A new method of atomic and nuclear orientation and polarization is suggested. The method is based on the use
of two coherent resonant phase-shifted monochromatic electromagnetic waves. It is demonstrated that a pro-
found phase-shift-dependent level repopulation can be accomplished in a pulsed mode at room temperature.
The possible application of this effect to quantum computers is briefly discussed. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Inter-
periodica”.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Bx; 71.70.Jp; 42.50.-p
At present, the methods of level repopulation
induced in quantum systems by various electromag-
netic waves are being extensively developed. These
methods are suggested for use in solving numerous
problems of applied quantum optics, e.g., the problem
of lasing without inversion [1] or phase control of spon-
taneous emission [2], etc. These methods are usually
associated with repopulation of the nonequidistant lev-
els.

At the same time, the methods of atomic and nuclear
polarization through optical pumping are well elabo-
rated. However, the application of these methods is
associated with a number of important restrictions: they
are mainly used in the gas phase and imply relatively
slow processes, for which the repopulation time is
longer than the excited-state relaxation times; in addi-
tion, the atoms must possess electronic transitions in
the optical range and, moreover, should not contain
metastable states. To overcome these restrictions, we
suggested and theoretically substantiated the method of
fast repopulation of the nonequidistant atomic and
nuclear levels through interaction with a bichromatic
coherent resonant wave [3, 4].

However, in many cases, e.g., in the gas phase, the
necessity may arise of polarizing atoms and nuclei con-
taining equidistant Zeeman levels. In this work, a
method is suggested for repopulating and polarizing
such levels at room temperature with the use of two
coherent resonant phase-shifted electromagnetic
waves.

Let us consider a system of three (I = 1) equally pop-
ulated Zeeman levels. The levels corresponding to spin
projections +1, –1, and 0 are numbered 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Let the system be subjected simulta-
neously to two coherent waves having identical fre-
quencies but shifted in phase relative to each other by a
fixed value ∆ϕ = ϕ1 – ϕ2. Because the frequencies are
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20171
identical, both fields simultaneously act on each of the
transitions between the levels of the system.

The set of equations of the time-dependent perturba-
tion theory for the probability amplitudes ai(t) in the
resonant approximation has the form

(1)

Here, W is the matrix element of the operator of inter-
action with fields:

(2)

where g1 ~ H1 and g2 ~ H2 are the matrix elements for
the transitions induced by the fields of strengths H1, 2.
The matrix element W has the form

(3)

One can show that for identical gi the phase α is equal
to the phase difference ∆ϕ between the waves. The level
populations aii = |ai(t)|2 obtained from Eq. (1) with the
use of Eq. (3) are

(4)

Here, X = Ωt, where Ω = Ω0 is the level repopula-
tion rate (Rabi frequency). It is essential that, in the
case of interest, it depends not only on the field

ȧ1 iWa3, ȧ2– iW∗ a3,–= =

ȧ3 iW∗ a1– iW– a2.=

W g1 g2 i∆ϕ( ),exp+=

W Ω0 iα /2( ),exp=

Ω0 g1
2 g2

2 2g1g2 ∆ϕcos+ +( )1/2
,=

α 2 g2 ∆ϕ / g1 g2 ∆ϕcos+( )sin[ ] .arctan=

a11 1 2 X α /2( )sinsin 1/2 Xsin
2 αcos––[ ] /3,=

a22 1 2 X α /2( ) 1/2 Xsin
2 αcos–sinsin+[ ] /3,=

a33 1 Xsin
2 αcos+( )/3.=

2
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strengths, but also on the phase difference. One can see
from Eq. (3) that at

(5)

Ω0 = 0, so that the repopulation does not occur. Figure 1
shows the level populations as functions of α after the
π/2 pulse (X = π/2). It follows from Eq. (4) that the
pulses with a duration of a multiple of π do not repop-
ulate the system. Interaction during a time period much
longer than 1/Ω brings about only the orientation of the
system, with a11 = a22 ≠ a33. Note that a single resonant
field (∆ϕ = 0 and g1 = g2), although repopulates the
three-level system, also leads only to its orientation. It
is significant that the two analogous fields, when acting
on a system of two equally populated levels, do not
repopulate them at any α value and any pulse duration.
As for the system of three equidistant levels, the π/2
pulses with phase shifts α = π and 3π can strongly
polarize it (up to 97%, Fig. 1; the total population of the
system is set equal to 1). However, it should be taken
into account that the repopulation rate and, hence, the
inverse duration of the π/2 pulse, depends on the phase
shift and may be close to zero in our case. That is why
one cannot obtain the highest possible polarization at

∆ϕcos g1
2 g2

2+( )/2g1g2–=

Fig. 1. Populations of the Zeeman levels of a particle with
spin 1 as functions of phase difference α between the polar-
izing fields (X = π/2).

Fig. 2. Populations of the Zeeman levels of a particle with
spin 3/2 as functions of phase difference α between the
polarizing fields (X = π/2).

a33

a11

g1 = g2 and ∆ϕ = π and 3π, because then Ω0 = 0. Hence,
to obtain strong polarization, one should slightly depart
from these conditions. For α = 2π, one also can induce
only the orientation for any pulse duration.

The repopulation of a four-level system of Zeeman
levels (I = 3/2) induced by an analogous two-phase field
can be considered in a similar manner. In this case, the
set of equations for the amplitudes is written as

(6)

where W is the matrix element analogous to (2) but with
elements gi corresponding to spin 3/2. The levels with
projections +3/2, +1/2, –1/2, and –3/2 are numbered 1,
2, 3, and 4, respectively. The characteristic equation
corresponding to Eq. (6) yields two level repopulation
rates: Ω1 = 3Ω0 and Ω2 = Ω0. The populations aii of the
four-level system depend on time as follows:

(7)

Here, X = 2Ω0t and the α value is also determined by
Eq. (3). The aii values are shown in Fig. 2 as functions
of α for X = π/2. One can see that at α = π the popula-
tion a44 is as high as 93%, the population a22 is 6.7%,
and the populations of levels 1 and 3 are virtually zero.

However, it should be noted that these calculations
do not take into account the break in coherence of the
level population process, e.g., as a result of atomic col-
lisions in the gas. For instance, in gases with atomic
density ~1015 cm–3, the collision time at room tempera-
ture may be as short as ~10–4 s. The period of Rabi
oscillations should not exceed this value. Since the
oscillation period depends on the phase shift between
the fields, account should be taken of these constraints
when choosing ∆ϕ.

It appears to us that the suggested method of polar-
ization can find use in quantum computer design. The
most important problems in this respect are a search for

ȧ1 i 3W∗ a2, ȧ2– i 3Wa1– i2W∗ a3,–= =

ȧ3 i2Wa2– i 3W∗ a4, ȧ4–  = i 3W∗ a3,–+=

a11 1 3/2 X( )sin
2 αcos–[=

– X( )Y1 α /2( )sinsin 1/4 X( )sin
3

3α /2( )sin+ ] /4;

a22 1 3/2 X( )sin
2 αcos+[=

– X( )Y2 α /2( )sinsin 3/4 X( )sin
3

3α /2( )sin– ] /4;

a33 1 3/2 X( )sin
2 αcos+[=

+ X( )Y2 α /2( )sinsin 3/4 X( )sin
3

3α /2( )sin+ ] /4;

a44 1 3/2 X( )sin
2 αcos–[=

+ X( )Y1 α /2( )sinsin 1/4 X( )sin
3

3α /2( )sin– ] /4;

Y1 3 3 2 3–( )/4+[ ] X( )sin
2

;=

Y2 2 3 6 3 9–( )/4+–[ ] X( )sin
2

.=
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a quantum system suitable for use as an information
medium in quantum computations and the problem of
initiating the initial state of this system. As known, a
particle with spin 1/2 is one of the most important
examples of such physical systems. The possibility of
using particles with spin larger than 1/2 as elements of
an information medium for quantum computers is sub-
stantiated in [5]. It is demonstrated above how can the
initially uniformly populated levels of a particle with
spin 3/2 be polarized by our method.

In summary, bichromatic waves [3, 4] and mutually
phase-shifted monochromatic fields can be used for the
efficient polarization of atoms and nuclei in both gas-
eous medium and impurity centers. The possibility of
atoms and nuclei being polarized at room temperatures
opens the door to the use of this method in quantum
computer design, because this will allow the initial
state of the elements of an information medium of a
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
quantum computer to be created without using ultralow
temperatures.
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Results are presented from the measurements of the radial coherence between the plasma density fluctuations
in the core and at the edge of the plasma column in the L-2M stellarator. It is found that the radial coherence
between these fluctuations is fairly high: the coherence coefficient attains a value of higher than 0.5 for the spec-
tral wavelet components with frequencies lying in the range from several kilohertz to 30 kHz. The statistical
characteristics of density fluctuations are also studied. It is shown that the power distribution function of the
plasma density fluctuations in the plasma core differs from Gaussian. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.
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1. The problem of the influence of turbulence on
plasma transport and confinement in toroidal magnetic
systems has recently attracted increased interest. Most
of the effort in these studies is directed at clarifying the
role of edge plasma turbulence in the global plasma
processes, first of all, those occurring during the transi-
tions to the improved confinement modes (the L–H
transition and the formation of the internal transport
barrier) [1]. A large number of papers are devoted to the
recently found phenomenon of anomalous fast trans-
port and the formation of coherent structures in the
edge plasma [2]. In some experiments, attempts were
made to simultaneously measure the plasma fluctua-
tions both at the edge of the plasma column and in its
deeper regions. [3, 4]. However, direct measurements
of the radial coherence between the fluctuations of
plasma parameters in the plasma core and at the plasma
edge have not yet been carried out. At the same time,
the importance of such measurements is evident,
because the presence of radial coherence between the
fluctuations in the core and at the edge of the plasma
column or the absence of such coherence might indi-
cate the cause of anomalous transport. The above gap in
the experimental studies can be explained, to some
extent, by the absence of both diagnostic techniques
capable of simultaneously measuring spatially sepa-
rated plasma fluctuations and relevant methods of spec-
tral analysis.

The aim of this study was to measure the radial
coherence between the plasma density fluctuations
localized in the core and at the edge of the plasma col-
umn in the L-2M stellarator. For this purpose, different
diagnostics were used. The plasma density fluctuations
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20174
δn in the edge plasma were detected with movable
probes (see [5] for details). The δn fluctuations in the
plasma core were measured using a homodyne setup
that recorded the heating gyrotron radiation scattered
by density fluctuations. The setup detected the radiation
arising from scattering of the ordinary component of
high-power gyrotron radiation with the electric field
Eord || B, where B is the stellarator toroidal magnetic
field; this component results from splitting of the lin-
early polarized radiation at the plasma boundary. When
analyzing experimental data, we used a modern method
of wavelet analysis, which allowed us to obtain the
information on the fluctuation spectra and the coher-
ence of the spectral components with a high time reso-
lution on the real-time scale [6].

2. The parameters of the L-2M stellarator are
described in detail in [7]. The major torus radius is R =
100 cm, and the mean vacuum separatrix radius is rs =
11.5 cm. The plasma was created and heated with a
gyrotron operating at a frequency of f0 = 75GHz (λ0 ≈
4 mm). Gyrotron radiation in the form of a Gaussian
beam with extraordinary polarization (E0 ⊥  B) was
launched into the stellarator chamber.1 The experi-
ments were carried out at a power of 150–200 kW and
pulse duration of 10–12 ms under the conditions of
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) at the second har-
monic of the electron gyrofrequency ωHe (ω0 = 2ωHe,
where ω0 = 2πf0). The plasma parameters in these
experiments were the following: the mean plasma den-
sity was n = (1–2) × 1019 m–3, the central electron tem-

1 As was mentioned above, the same radiation was used for diag-
nostic purposes.
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Fig. 1. (a) Arrangement of diagnostics in the poloidal cross section in which the gyrotron beam is launched. (b) Fluctuations of the
probe-current signal Is and scattering signal Psc.

P
sc
perature was Te(0) ~ 0.5–0.7 keV, and the ion tempera-
ture was Ti ~ 0.15 keV. The working gas was hydrogen
(H2). Figure 1a schematically shows the arrangement of
the diagnostics in the poloidal cross section of the stel-
larator chamber. A horn antenna that was positioned in
the upper port received the ordinary component of the
gyrotron radiation scattered at an angle of π/2 by the δn
fluctuations localized in the central region of the
plasma. This region (which is indicated in Fig. 1a by
small squares) is the intersection region of the incident
and scattered microwave beams. The diameter of the
scattering region is d = 5 cm. For a wave number of
gyrotron radiation k0 = 15 cm–1, the Bragg condition for
scattering at an angle of π/2 is satisfied for the density
fluctuations δn whose size corresponds to ksc = 20 cm–1

(λsc = 3–4 mm). The signals from the movable probes,
which measured the ion saturation current Is, provided
the information on the plasma density fluctuations,
because Is ~ n and, consequently, δIs ~ δn. The probes
could be moved by 1.5–2 cm inside the separatrix. This
corresponded to the relative radius r/rs = 0.85–0.8
(here, r is the radial coordinate of the probe). The dis-
tance between the central region and the edge plasma
was 5–7 cm. Figure 1b shows the typical fluctuations of
the probe-current signal Is and scattering signal Psc.
Both signals are bursty; the durations of the bursts and
their fronts are different. When applying the wavelet
method of spectral analysis, it makes sense to speak
about the spectral characteristics of the bursts. In order
to confirm that the scattering signal came from the cen-
tral region, we applied a low vertical magnetic field Bv,
which compensated the Shafranov shift of the magnetic
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
axis. According to theoretical predictions, at Bv = –(40–
70) G, the stability region of ideal MHD modes in the
plasma core becomes narrower and, consequently, the
level of plasma fluctuations should increase [8]. At the
same time, the applied field Bv should not significantly
affect resistive ballooning modes, which determine the
level of δn fluctuations in the edge plasma [4].

3. Let us consider the results of the wavelet analysis
of fluctuation signals. Figure 2 demonstrates the wave-
let spectra of the probe-current signal (Fig. 2a) and the
scattering signal (Fig. 2b). Both signals were recorded
for two values of the vertical field: Bv = 0 and –40 G.
For Bv = –40 G, there is a significant (twofold or even
higher) increase in the spectral density of the scattered-
radiation fluctuations over the entire frequency range
(Fig. 2b). Taking into account the above considerations,
this increase confirms that the scattering occurs in the
central region of the plasma column. At the same time,
the difference between the spectra of the δn fluctuations
detected by the probe in the edge plasma at both Bv = 0
and Bv = –40 G is usually insignificant. Thus, in Fig. 2a,
the difference is seen only at frequencies higher than
300 kHz. However, in some shots with Bv = –40 G, we
observed in edge plasma a significant change in the
spectrum of δn fluctuations in a broader frequency
range, which was noted earlier in [4]. It is likely that,
under certain conditions, the instability in the plasma
core can affect the edge plasma.

Let us now consider the results that should answer
the principal question of whether there is a coherence
between the spectral components of the scattering and
probe-current signals, i.e., between the δn fluctuations
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Fig. 2. Wavelet spectra of (a) the ion saturation current at the probe (r/rs = 0.8) and (b) scattered gyrotron radiation.
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Fig. 3. Radial wavelet coherence between the fluctuations of the ion saturation current at the probe and scattered radiation for
Bv = (a) 0 and (b) –40 G. The value of the coherence coefficient is shown by the shades of black and white.
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in the central and peripheral regions of the plasma col-
umn, which are separated in the radial direction by sev-
eral centimeters. Figure 3 shows the wavelet coherence
spectra between the fluctuations of the scattering and
probe-current signals for Bv = 0 (Fig. 3a) and Bv = –40 G
(Fig. 3b). These spectra exhibit the following character-
istic features: (i) The coherence coefficient K in the fre-
quency range from several kilohertz to 100 kHz is fairly
high. (ii) The higher values of the coherence coefficient
(K > 0.5) correspond to the lower frequency compo-
nents (<30 kHz). (iii) The time behavior of the coher-
ence is bursty, which indicates the formation of tempo-
ral coherent structures. (iv) The applied vertical field
does not change the coherence structure but signifi-
cantly extends the coherence range toward higher fre-
quencies.

Hence, we can state that there is a radial coherence
between the plasma density fluctuations that are local-
ized in the central and peripheral regions of the plasma
column in the L-2M stellarator. The length of the coher-
ence region is 5–7 cm.

Finally, we examine such a statistical characteristic
of fluctuation signals as the power distribution function
(PDF) of the δn fluctuations. Figure 4 shows the calcu-
lated PDF of the fluctuations of the scattering signal
and the approximation of the PDF by a Gaussian distri-
bution. It is seen that the PDF of the scattering signal
differs significantly from Gaussian. First, the PDF of
the scattering signal is asymmetric (the skewness is
0.9). Second, the fraction of large-amplitude fluctua-
tions is significantly greater than for the Gaussian dis-
tribution (the kurtosis is 4.8). The PDF of fluctuations
of the probe-current signal in the edge plasma is close
to Gaussian, which was previously observed in [9].

4. Let us briefly summarize the results of the above
experiments carried out in the L-2M stellarator:

(i) The use of a technique based on scattering of the
heating gyrotron radiation by the plasma density fluctu-
ations, together with the probe technique, has allowed
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
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us to simultaneously measure the characteristics of
density fluctuations both in the core and at the edge of
the plasma column.

(ii) High radial coherence (with the coherence coef-
ficient K > 0.5) between the spectral components of the
plasma density fluctuations in the central and periph-
eral plasma regions separated by a distance of 5−7 cm
has been found.

(iii) The radial-coherence coefficient is maximum
for the frequency components lying in the range 5–
30 kHz.

(iv) The PDF of the density fluctuations in the
plasma core differs significantly from the equilibrium
Gaussian distribution.

The question naturally arises as to what mechanism
provides the high radial coherence of the plasma den-
sity fluctuations and how the fluctuations are structured
in space and time. In this connection, we briefly con-
sider which types of oscillations are unstable in the
plasma core and at the plasma edge under our experi-
mental conditions. At low plasma pressures p and
Bv = 0, ideal MHD modes can develop in the plasma

core. For  ≥ 0.09% (where  = 8π /B2 and the bar
stands for averaging over the volume), as is the case in
our experiments, these modes are stabilized due to the
“self-stabilization” effect [8]. However, electrostatic
drift modes can develop under these conditions. If the
condition β(Ls/Lp)2 ! 1 (where Ls and Lp are the char-
acteristic scale lengths of variations in the rotational
transform and the plasma pressure, respectively) is sat-
isfied (which is also typical of our experiments), then,
for this type of instability, the role of magnetic field
fluctuations is negligible. For Bv = –40 G, the instabil-
ity of ideal MHD modes is a dominant source of turbu-
lence in the plasma core, because these modes can be
stabilized only at pressures substantially exceeding the
pressures typical of our experimental conditions. At the
plasma edge (i.e., for r/rs ≥ 0.5), turbulence is associ-
ated with the onset of resistive interchange modes,
which have been thoroughly studied both theoretically
and experimentally [5, 8]. In principle, we may suggest
that the radial-coherence regions appear due to the cou-
pling of unstable modes with different toroidal and
poloidal numbers. As is seen from Figs. 2 and 3, what-
ever type of instability is dominant in the plasma core,
the coherence and the structure of the coherence
regions remain almost the same, although the fluctua-
tion amplitude can vary significantly. However, the
presence of such extended radial-coherence regions
cannot be explained within the linear theory. All these
facts apparently point to a unified nonlinear mechanism
that provides the high radial coherence of the plasma
density fluctuations during the onset of different types
of instabilities in the plasma core. As for the specific
type of structures that form the coherence regions, it is

β β p
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
worth noting that, as was previously shown in [10], vor-
tex structures can be formed in the plasma of the L-2M
stellarator. This was also pointed out in [11]. We may
suggest that, under our experimental conditions, vor-
tex-type structures were also formed.

We are grateful to the L-2M team for assistance in
carrying out the experiments. This work was supported
by the Russian foundation for Basic Research, project
no. 00-02-17507.
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Radiative transitions in the proton–hydrogen atom system are theoretically analyzed over a wide range of wave-
lengths and temperatures of equilibrium hydrogen plasma. The light absorption at T ~ 1500–3500 K due to pho-
todissociation and transitions in the  ion continuum is shown to make a contribution that is comparable
with the photoabsorption in the electron–hydrogen atom system near the maximum of the Planck distribution.
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H2
+

The study of radiative characteristics of a hydrogen
plasma containing, apart from the H atoms and H2 mol-

ecules, H– and  ions allows a detailed theoretical
analysis and is of interest for numerous applications. It
is known that the main contribution to the visible
absorption by a quasi-equilibrium hydrogen plasma
with temperature T ≈ 6000 K (typical of the solar photo-
sphere) comes from the negative hydrogen ion H–,
whose concentration is as small as /NH ~ 10–8 of the

concentration of the neutral hydrogen atom H(1s). In
the infrared region below the threshold of the H–(1s21S) +

"ω  H(1s) + e (λ >  = 1.64 µm) process, photo-

absorption is determined by the free– free transitions
H(1s) + e + "ω  H(1s) + e. The photoabsorption
coefficients for both processes are known with a high
accuracy [1, 2]. The concentration  of molecular

ion  at T ~ 6000–10 000 K is of the same order as
the concentration of H– and becomes much higher than
the latter with decreasing temperature (T < 3000 K).

Quantitative study of the bound–free and free–free
radiative transitions in the H–H+ system was first per-
formed by Bates on the basis of the quasi-static theory
of photoabsorption [3] and accurate calculations of the
electronic terms [4] and oscillator strengths [5] for the

X2   A2  transition. The quantum-mechanical
calculations [6, 7] of the photodissociation cross sec-

tions for the  ion (without making allowance for the
rotational excitation, J = 0) were aimed at analyzing the
beam experiments rather than the radiative characteris-
tics of the plasma. The presently available data suggest
[8] that in an equilibrium hydrogen plasma with T ~
4500–10000 K the integral contribution of photoab-

H2
+

N
H–

λ
H–
th

N
H2

+

H2
+

Σg
+ Σu

+

H2
+
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sorption by the  ion is small (<7–10%) compared to
that of the H– ion.

It is shown in this work that absorption by the pro-
ton–hydrogen atom system in the wavelength range λ ~
1.6–4 µm at temperatures T ~ 1400–3500 K is of the
same order as, or even exceeds, absorption by the elec-
tron–hydrogen atom system. The calculations were car-
ried out for the contributions of all rovibrational levels

vJ of the  ion to the cross sections and the coeffi-
cients of dissociative absorption (bound–free transi-
tions):

(1)

Similar calculations were carried out for the free–free
transitions:

(2)

with changing the electronic state    of the
H–H+ quasimolecule.

The vJ-summarized coefficient of dissociative

absorption at a frequency  [cm–1] (proportional

to the concentration  of the molecular ions ) is

expressed through the Boltzmann-averaged cross sec-

tion  [cm2] for process (1) at a given plasma
temperature:

(3)
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Here,  is the partial cross section for photodis-
sociation from the energy level evJ and Zv.r is the rovi-

brational partition function of the  ion in its ground

electronic state X2 .

In this work, the theoretical treatment of photopro-
cesses (1) and (2) is carried out on a unified basis of the
theory of nonadiabatic transitions between the elec-
tronic states of a two-atomic system [9] in the approxi-
mation of a quasicontinuous spectrum of the rovibra-
tional states vJ. Such an approach is justified, because
the main contribution to the total absorption coefficient
in the visible, infrared, and near-ultraviolet regions
comes from the multitude of vJ states with large quan-
tum numbers v and J. For a given frequency ω, the tran-
sitions occur in a narrow vicinity of the point Rω where

the potential energy curves for the initial (X2 ) +

"ω and final (A2 ) states intersect, i.e., where the
splitting between the even and odd terms of the molec-
ular ion becomes equal to the photon energy, Uu(Rω) –
Ug(Rω) = "ω. In the optical range, Rω @ Re, where Re =
1.058 Å is the equilibrium internuclear distance in the

ground X2  state. The slopes of the crossing potential
curves Ug(R) of the bound even and Uu(R) of the repul-
sive odd terms have different signs. Depending on the
value of ω, the Rω point may occur either in the classi-
cally allowed (R < a) or in the classically forbidden
(R > a) region with respect to the turning point R = a at
the Ug(R) term.

The radial dipole-moment matrix elements between
the wave functions of relative nuclear motion and the
partial cross sections for the nonadiabatic transitions
were calculated using the Landau–Lifshitz quantum
formula [9]. The result is expressed in terms of the Airy
functions and allows the evaluation of the contributions
from both classical and nonclassical regions of proton
motion. In the calculation of the Boltzmann-averaged

photodissociation cross section , the summa-
tion in Eq. (3) over the rovibrational levels vJ was
replaced by integration over dv and dJ and accom-
plished by the method developed in [10]. The absorp-

tion coefficient in the continuous spectrum of the 
system was calculated by analogy with the bound–free
transitions.

The absorption coefficient  [cm–1] for pro-
cess (2) is proportional to the product of the concentra-
tions NH  of the H(1s) atoms and the protons H+ in

the free state. Since the total equilibrium concentration

 of the (X2 ) ions in Eq. (3) obeys the mass

action law and, hence, can be expressed through
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NH , it is convenient to introduce the total absorp-

tion coefficient kT(ω) for processes (1) and (2):

(4)

where ηT(ω) [cm5] is the photoabsorption rate constant.
The KT(ω) quantity in Eq. (4) describes the absorption
coefficient at a frequency ω with allowance made for
the induced emission.

The total absorption coefficient KT(ω) has the form

(5)

In Eq. (5), fug(Rω) is the oscillator strength of the elec-

tronic transition    at the internuclear sepa-

ration Rω; ∆Fug(Rω) = |dUu/dR – dUg/dR|  is the
difference in the slopes of the potential curves for the

bound Ug and the repulsive Uu terms of the  ion cor-
relating with the electronic states H(1s) + H+ at R 
∞ [Ug(∞) = Uu(∞) = 0]; m is the electron mass; and α =
e2/"c is the fine structure constant. The dimensionless
factor ΘT(ω) accounts for the difference between the

quasiclassical result [  = 1] and the quantum
result allowing for the tunnel transitions and the true
behavior of the transition probabilities near the classi-
cal turning points:

(6)

Here, Ai(x) is the Airy function; βmin = –Uu(Rω)/kT < 0;
and Λξ is expressed through the slopes of the even,

 = –d(Ug + %)/dR, and the odd,  = –d(Uu +
%)/dR, terms including the rotational energy % =

"2J2/2µR2 of the  ion (µ is its reduced mass) and
through the difference ∆Fug at the Rω point:

(7)

At ΘT(ω) = 1, Eq. (5) coincides with the quasiclassical
result [3].

The calculated photodissociation cross sections

 of the  ion are presented in Fig. 1 for differ-
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ent temperatures of the hydrogen plasma. The numeri-
cal data on the potential energy curves and relevant
oscillator strengths were taken from [4, 5, 11]. For each
T, the cross section shows a clearly defined maximum

, whose magnitude decreases while position
ωmax(T) undergoes a low-frequency shift as the temper-
ature increases. This is explained by the increase in the
contribution of the high-lying energy levels vJ with a
rise in temperature.

The cross-section maxima are typically of the order
of 10–18–10–17 cm2. The summarized photoabsorption
rate constants ηT(λ) calculated for processes (1) and (2)
in the H–H+ system are presented in Fig. 2. One can see
that, except at very high temperatures, the ηT(λ) func-
tions are very sharp near their maxima and that their
typical values change by several orders of magnitude
upon changing T from 1500 to 10 000 K. In the long-
wavelength range λ > 1.5 µm, the ηT values change
within ~10–39–10–38 cm5.

The relative contribution ζ = /kT of the free–free
transitions (2) to the total photoabsorption coefficient is
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of photon wavelength λ.
At T = 1500 K and T = 3000 K, the ζ ratio is equal to
15–20% near the corresponding maxima of the Planck
distribution (λmax = 1.93 and 0.97 µm, respectively). On
increasing the temperature and wavelength, the contri-
bution of the free–free transitions (2) rapidly increases
and becomes dominant.

It is of interest to compare the absorption coeffi-

cients  = NH  and  = NHNe for the

H−H+ and H–e systems in which the proton and elec-
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Fig. 1. Boltzmann-averaged -photodissociation cross

section  as a function of photon energy "ω at differ-

ent temperatures.
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1( ) ω( )
tron concentrations are equal,  = Ne. For T ≥ 4500

K, such a comparison was carried out in [8]. The corre-
sponding results for T = 1400 K are illustrated in Fig. 4.
It is seen that both absorption coefficients become
equal at λ ≈ 2 µm, i.e., at the maximum of the Planck

N
H+

Fig. 2. Total photoabsorption rate constant  =

/NH  (cm5) for the H–H+ system vs. photon wave-

length λ. Curves 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 correspond to T = 1500,
2500, 4500, 5800, and 10 000 K, respectively.
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Fig. 3. The ratio ζ = /kT of the absorption coefficient 

of the H–H+ continuum to the total coefficient kT =  +

, including the contributions from processes (1) and (2).

Curves 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to T = 1500, 3000, 6000,
and 10 000 K.
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distribution (its full width at half height is 1.27 µm <
λ < 3.76 µm). In the range 1.64 µm < λ < 2 µm, i.e., up

to the threshold , the contribution of the radiative

processes studied in this work dominates. With an
increase in T, the infrared absorption in the H–H+ sys-
tem becomes less strong than in H–e. Nevertheless,
processes (1) and (2) still make a sizable contribution to
the total absorption coefficient of the hydrogen plasma
at T < 3000–3500 K. For instance, at T = 2800 K, the

/ ratio at the photoneutralization threshold  =

1.64 µm and at λ = 2 µm amounts to 37 and 24%,
respectively.

The calculations of photoabsorption by the H–H+

system are of prime interest for the photospheres of

λ
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+
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H–
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the total photoabsorption rate con-

stants  and  caused by the bound–free and free–free

transitions of the positive  and negative H– ions in

hydrogen plasma (T = 1400 K).
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ηT
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H2
+
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low-temperature stars (~1500–3500 K). Among them
are classes of stars with a very low content of the ele-
ments heavier than H or He (see [12]). The photoab-
sorption processes in these stars are mostly controlled
by the hydrogen component of the atmosphere.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research (project nos. 99-02-16602 and
00-02-17245) and the INTAS (grant no. 99-01326).
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The first-order phase transition in a three-dimensional system of solid dipolar spheres is simulated by the Monte
Carlo technique. It is shown that the dipole–dipole and steric interactions alone can induce the separation of a
system into the low- and high- concentration phases. Additional attractive potentials need not be introduced.
The phase diagram is constructed for the system of dipoles. The results of the simulation qualitatively agree
with the predictions of some analytical models. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 64.70.Fx; 75.40.Mg; 75.50.Mm
Over the last several decades, there has been much
discussion on the problem of phase transitions in sys-
tems of interacting dipoles. At present, various points
of view are expressed on this subject and, in particular,
on the first-order phase transition. A phase transition of
the gas–liquid type was repeatedly observed (see, e.g.,
[1–5]) in magnetic fluids (colloidal solutions of single-
domain particles), which are typical representatives of
dipolar systems. On lowering the temperature or apply-
ing an external field, so-called droplike aggregates, i.e.,
drops of a “condensed” phase with a clearly visible
interface, reversibly arise in a magnetic fluid. The drops
are distinguished from the surrounding colloidal solu-
tion by a higher concentration of colloidal particles
and, as a result, a higher magnetic permeability. In the
absence of the external magnetic field, the droplike
aggregate assumes the spherical shape because of the
surface tension at its boundaries. The experimentally
observed strong dependence of the phase-transition
temperature on the field strength implies that magnetic
dipolar interactions play an important part in such tran-
sitions. Nevertheless, the crucial question is whether
the dipole–dipole interactions alone can be responsible
for the first-order phase transition or they play a sec-
ondary role. The experiments with magnetic fluids do
not provide an unambiguous answer to this question.
Van der Waals forces can also be responsible for the
many-particle aggregation in nonmagnetic colloids.

Phase transition of the gas–liquid type is predicted
for the dipolar systems by a series of theoretical models
[6–9]. In particular, according to the mean-sphere
approximation [8] and the perturbation treatment [9],
an initially homogeneous system of rigid magnetic
dipoles can be separated into two phases upon lowering
the temperature below some critical value. The result-
ing phases have identical superparamagnetic structures
and differ only in the particle concentration. According
to these models, the magnetic dipolar interactions,
although markedly enhance the field-induced magneti-
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20182
zation, cannot induce spontaneous magnetization. As
distinct from [8, 9], the authors of [6, 7] predict “ferro-
magnetic” ordering for the particle magnetic moments
in the condensed phase. However, this result naturally
follows from the Weiss effective-field model that
underlies developments [6, 7]. As shown in [10, 11], the
Weiss model does not apply to concentrated systems, to
which, evidently, the “liquid” phase belongs. It should
also be noted that the applicability of the above-men-
tioned analytical models is restricted to small (com-
pared to unity) aggregation parameters λ—the ratio of
the energy of interparticle interactions to the thermal
energy. Since the separation in the dipolar system
occurs at λ * 3, some care is required when applying
the predictions of these models to the phase transitions.

High values of the aggregation parameter were con-
sidered in a group of analytical works [12–15]. In these
works, the chain models were used. It was assumed that
weakly interacting long chains of particles are the main
structural units of dipolar systems. The conclusion
about the absence of the first-order phase transitions in
the dipolar systems followed from this approximation
in a natural way.

Monte Carlo simulation is one of the most suitable
methods of studying dipolar systems with large aggre-
gation parameters. This method was used in a series of
works, and it was concluded in most of them (e.g., [16–
19]) that the first-order phase transition cannot occur in
purely dipolar systems (i.e., without an additional
attractive potentials). The exception is provided by
recent publications [20–22]. In [20], the first-order
transition was obtained for a system of spherocylinders
differing only slightly from spheres. Based on this fact,
the authors of [20] argued that the same transition may
be anticipated in a system of spherical dipoles as well.
Some evidence in favor of the phase transition was
given in [21]. The authors of [21] have recognized three
very weak minima in the number-density dependence
of the free energy and assigned them to different
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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phases. An exceedingly small difference in entropies is
the main feature of these phases. Finally, cluster analy-
sis [22] showed that the quasi-spherical clusters con-
taining as many as hundreds of particles and having a
fractal dimensionality close to 3 are formed in a system
of solid dipolar spheres at λ > 3. These aggregates were
considered in [22] as nuclei of a more dense new phase.
In this work, the occurrence of a two-phase state (the
interface between two phases with different densities)
is directly proved for the systems containing at least on
the order of a thousand particles. The external field is
absent. No additional attractive potentials are intro-
duced.

One of the main challenges in the Monte Carlo
method is that the sizes of a model system are restricted
because of the limited computer resources. The proper-
ties of a small system depend on its size. A standard
way of obviating this unwanted effect consists in
imposing periodic boundary conditions. This proce-
dure, in conjunction with the Ewald summation, is
ordinarily applied to the dipolar systems [12–21]. How-
ever, it should be noted that the periodic boundary con-
ditions are inefficient in the latter case and, moreover,
may lead to erroneous results because of the infinite
radius of dipole–dipole interactions. In particular, the
periodic boundary conditions do not remove the prob-
lem of inclusion of the demagnetizing fields when cal-
culating the magnetization of a system of superpara-
magnetic particles [22]. The demagnetization factors
depend on the shape of the system and not on its size.
Insofar as the volume of each phase in the dipolar sys-
tem with separated phases is, obviously, smaller than
the volume of the whole simulation cell, the periodic
boundary conditions cannot affect the characteristic
inhomogeneity scale in the system, so that the problem
of transition to the thermodynamically large system
remains unsolved. In this work, the periodic boundary
conditions are not used. The model system is repre-
sented by a single array of a thousand particles (canon-
ical ensemble). Such a choice provides a unique inter-
pretation of the results. Although the properties of this
system may be different from the properties of the ther-
modynamically large system, there are grounds to
expect that these distinctions will be insignificant [23].
For instance, test computations with λ < 10 show [22]
that, as the system size increases, monotonic changes in
the properties of the dipolar system become impercep-
tible on the fluctuation background, provided that the
number of particles in the cell is as large as several hun-
dred. The problem was solved for two different config-
urations (spherical and cylindrical) of the system in
zero external field. In doing so, various algorithms were
used to speed up the process of establishing equilib-
rium state in the two-phase systems. The fact that the
results proved to be identical for all variants makes
them quite reliable.

In the first variant, the simulation cell was a long cir-
cular cylinder with rigid impenetrable isothermic walls.
The particles were modeled by spheres of diameter d
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
with identical dipole (magnetic) moments m. The con-
tribution of the ith particle to the total energy of the sys-
tem was the sum of the energies of dipole–dipole inter-
actions of this particle with all other particles. In the
dimensionless form (the particle diameter d was taken
as a unit length), it is written as

(1)

where Rij is the dimensionless separation between the
centers of two particles; ei = mi/m; and λ = m2/d3kT is
the aggregation parameter. The summation goes over
all particles of the system, except for the probe particle.
The steric interactions (i.e., mutual impenetrability of
the particles) were taken into account by the exclusion
of the transitions resulting in particle overlap. There-
fore, the equilibrium state of the system was deter-
mined by two dimensionless parameters: the aggrega-
tion parameter λ and the particle volume fraction ϕ =
N/6R2h (R and h are the dimensionless radius and
height of the cylinder, respectively). A macroscopic
state of the system is determined by the Cartesian coor-
dinates of the particle centers and the orientations of
their magnetic moments. The transition from one mac-
roscopic state to the other was modeled by the standard
Metropolis algorithm [23]. After many (~103–105)
Monte Carlo steps (MC steps), the thermodynamic
equilibrium was established in the system, allowing its
equilibrium state to be studied without direct evaluation
of the configurational integral and the computational
procedure to be sizably speeded up.

The initial particle distribution in the simulation cell
is not critical for the Metropolis algorithm, but it
strongly influences the rate of establishing equilibrium.
The starting microscopic state is customarily formed
through chaotic filling of the cell with particles. This
simple method provides satisfactory results if the sys-
tem is far from phase separation. However, when mod-
eling the condensation process, a large number of
weakly interacting clusters are formed, between which
particle exchange is highly improbable. The time (i.e.,
the number of MC steps) of establishing thermody-
namic equilibrium becomes too long, so that equilib-
rium becomes practically unattainable. To keep the
computer time down, we simulated the “evaporation”
process for the condensed phase. At zero time, all par-
ticles were assembled into a condensed drop that was
placed in the middle part of the cylindrical cell. The
evolution toward thermodynamic equilibrium was
accompanied by drop evaporation and the formation of
a “gas” phase. Simultaneously, the density and the
boundaries of the condensed phase changed. This expe-
dient prevented the breakdown of the system into many
subsystems and allowed the quasi-equilibrium state to
be attained within a reasonable computer time. Exam-
ples of establishing thermodynamic equilibrium in the
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Fig. 1. Concentration of the dense phase vs. microstate
number. s ϕc(0) = 0.34; d ϕc(0) = 0.18. Solid lines are the
exponential approximations of the computational results.

Fig. 2. Volume fraction of the dense phase vs. coordinate x
along the cylinder axis for the system with mean particle
density ϕ = 0.04.

Fig. 3. Phase diagram of a ferrocolloid. (1) Perturbation the-
ory [9]; (2) mean-sphere model [8]; s numerical simulation
for the mean particle concentration ϕ = 0.03; and × concen-
tration of saturated vapor, as determined upon modeling the
particle concentration.
system are illustrated in Fig. 1, where the concentration
of the dense phase is plotted as a function of the
microstate number t. The upper curve corresponds to
the case where the initial particle concentration in the
condensed phase was larger than the equilibrium con-
centration (ϕc(0) > ϕc0), and the lower curve is for ϕc(0)
< ϕc0. One can see from Fig. 1 that the equilibrium
value ϕc0 does not depend on the initial conditions. To
reduce the influence of fluctuations and increase the
accuracy of the calculated equilibrium concentration
ϕc0, its value was determined from the ϕc(t) curve by
the exponential approximation of the calculated data.

The cylindrical shape of the simulated cell allows
the formation of a plane phase interface. The density of
the substance depends only on the coordinate along the
cylinder axis. This removes the problem associated
with the possible influence of interface curvature on the
saturation vapor pressure. The equilibrium density is
shown in Fig. 2 for two values of the aggregation
parameter. The curves were obtained by averaging the
data for 3 × 104 equilibrium microstates. The calcula-
tions showed that in all cases where the aggregation
parameter was smaller than its critical value λ* = 3.0 ±
0.1 the initial drop in the middle of the cylinder was
fully evaporated. After thermodynamic equilibrium
was achieved, large density fluctuations were observed
in the system, but it became, on the whole, macroscop-
ically homogeneous (λ = 2.75). At λ > λ*, only a small
fraction of the drop was evaporated, although its vol-
ume and density might change by 1.5– 2 times on the
way to equilibrium. (As mentioned above, the density
of the drop could both decrease and increase.) The sys-
tem was separated into two phases with particle con-
centrations differing by several orders of magnitude.
The interface between the two phases was easily visible
at λ = 3.75. If the system was far from the critical point,
the transition region (“interface width”) covered sev-
eral units. The interface became diffuse upon approach-
ing the critical point and disappeared entirely at λ < λ*.

The phase diagram obtained in this work is shown in
Fig. 3 in ϕ, λ coordinates. As expected, the phase equi-
librium curve has a minimum corresponding to the crit-
ical point λ = λ* and ϕ = ϕ* ≈ 0.034. The region inside
the curve corresponds to the two-phase state; the left
part of the diagram corresponds to the gas state, and the
right part to the condensed state. The numerical results
are qualitatively consistent with the predictions of per-
turbation theory (curve 1) and the mean-sphere approx-
imation (curve 2). One can hardly expect a good quan-
titative agreement, because the aggregation parameters
corresponding to the phase curve fall beyond the area of
applicability of the analytical models. Nevertheless, it
is worth noting that the perturbation theory provides
better agreement with the numerical simulation near
the critical point, while the mean-sphere model is more
appropriate for large λ values.

In the second variant, the condensation process was
simulated for the dipolar particles filling a sphere with
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
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impenetrable boundaries. To overcome the problems
associated with the formation of a large number of sub-
systems, the clusters were allowed to execute Brownian
motion as individual kinetic units [22] and the system
was exposed to a centrally directed “gravitational”
field. The gravitational potential was chosen in such a
way that it did not markedly affect the particles but pro-
moted fast aggregation of the “fog” drops into a unified
condensed subsystem. The effective volume Veff cal-
culated for the mean-square distance between the par-
ticles was chosen as the order parameter. For a system
in mesoscale equilibrium, Veff = 1; the Veff value
decreased jumpwise upon liquid layering. The position
and shape of the interface were not tracked, but, on
average, the system preserved the spherically symmet-
ric configuration.

Since the second variant required much greater
computer time, the computations were carried out only
for two volume-averaged particle concentrations. The
computations showed that the system is spatially
homogeneous at λ < 3 (Veff ≈ 1). As the aggregation
parameter increases, the effective volume tangibly (by
approximately an order of magnitude) decreases: the
systems transits to the two-phase state. The λ value cor-
responding to the phase transition was determined from
the steepest portion of the Veff = f(λ) curve. These λ val-
ues are indicated by crosses in the phase diagram
(Fig. 3). Figure 3 shows that the agreement between the
results of the two different algorithms is very good.
This signifies that the interface curvature is immaterial
because of the extremely small surface tension coeffi-
cient. The estimations carried out for the droplike
aggregates formed in magnetic fluids and containing at
least several hundred particles confirm this conclusion.

This work was supported by the Federal Target Pro-
gram “Integratsiya,” project no. 99-04.
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It was found that irradiating an array of Ge nanoclusters in n-Si with light that induced interband transitions
gave rise to negative photoconductivity. This result was explained by localization of equilibrium electrons at
the Si/Ge interface in the potential of the nonequilibrium holes trapped on deep states in Ge islands. © 2000
MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Mf; 73.50.Pz
Interest in studying photoelectric properties of
assemblies of nanosized atomic clusters (quantum dots,
QDs) obtained during the growth of mismatched hete-
roepitaxial systems via a Stranski–Krastanov process is
due to new possibilities of creating efficient light-emit-
ting devices and photodetectors [1, 2]. Arrays of Ge
islands grown on Si(001) are a typical example of such
a system.

Strained Ge/Si(001) layers represent heterostruc-
tures of the second type. The characteristic properties
of systems of this class are determined by the relative
positions of the band edges of the source semiconduc-
tors at the interface. The conduction band of one of the
materials (Si) here is close to the valence band of the
other (Ge), which causes spatial separation of carriers.
In this case, holes are localized in Ge quantum dots,
whereas there is a potential barrier for electrons in Ge.
However, the positive charge generated by holes and
the nonuniform structural deformation of the silicon
islands surrounding Ge because of the mismatch of the
Ge and Si lattice constants may give rise to potential
wells for electrons at the Si/Ge interface. Self-consis-
tent calculations of the energy spectrum of electrons
and holes were carried out in [3] within the effective
mass approximation for pyramidal Ge nanoclusters
with a base length of 15 nm and a height of 1.5 nm. The
calculations showed that the localization energy of
holes in QDs is Elh ≈ 400 meV and the localization
energy of electrons in Si at QDs is Ele ≈ 40–70 meV
(depending on the number of holes in the dot). The con-
tribution to Ele from the deformation of the silicon
matrix comprises only a small part (7 meV [3]); there-
fore, electrons can be localized at a QD at sufficiently
high temperatures only when the QD is charged by a
hole. In our opinion, in structures with n-type conduc-
tivity, this may lead to such a rare phenomenon as neg-
ative photoconductivity (PC). In the majority of real
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 0186
cases, the conductivity increases upon illumination
(positive PC), because band-to-band illumination
increases the concentration of free charge carriers.

Consider n-type silicon in which undoped Ge nano-
clusters have been introduced (Fig. 1a). The dark con-
ductivity of the system is determined by the free elec-
trons in the Si conduction band. Upon absorption of
light that induces interband transitions and generates
electron–hole pairs, holes will start to accumulate in Ge
QDs, charging them positively. As a result, potential
wells for electrons will arise at the Si/Ge interfaces in
silicon. If Ele > ED, where ED is the ionization energy of
donor impurities in Si, these potential wells will behave
like photoinduced electron attachment centers
(Fig. 1b). The localization of electrons on these centers
will decrease the concentration of mobile carriers and
reduce the conductivity of the system.

To verify the above considerations, we investigated
the photoconductivity of the Ge/Si epitaxial structure
grown on a Si(001) substrate with the phosphorus con-
centration Ns ≈ 5 × 1015 cm–3. The substrate thickness
was Ls = 300 µm. The structure consisted of ten layers
of Ge islands separated by Si interlayers 30 nm thick.
The total thickness of the epitaxial layer was Lepi ≈
0.3 µm. The concentration of donors (Sb) in the epitax-
ial Si layer was Nepi ≈ 2.5 × 1016 cm–3. The Ge nanoclus-
ters were of a pyramidal shape with a base length of
15 nm and a height of 1.5 nm [4]. The layer density of
nanoclusters in each layer was nQD ≈ 3 × 1011 cm–2. A
GaAs light-emitting diode with an emission maximum
at a wavelength of ~ 0.9 µm was used as a light source.
The emission intensity of the light-emitting diode was
modulated with a frequency of 2 kHz. The photocon-
ductivity was measured at the modulation frequency.

The dependences of the relative PC ∆G/G on the
illumination power P for a Ge/Si structure with quan-
2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. Band structure of a multilayer n-type Ge/Si heterostructure with Ge quantum dots (a) in the absence of light and (b) under
illumination. The figure illustrates the mechanism of negative interband photoconductivity (see text).

Pinning centers
tum dots at various temperatures are shown in Fig. 2.
The lux–ampere characteristic at T = 77 K for a sample
containing no epitaxial layer with islands is also pre-
sented there (dashed line). The photoconductivity in the
sample containing no quantum dots is positive and
increases almost linearly with increasing P. The
structure containing Ge nanoclusters exhibits negative
PC in the range of illumination intensities P = 0–
100 mW/cm2. The effect of a decrease in photoconduc-
tivity upon illumination is suppressed with an increase
in temperature, because the thermal energy kT at high T
becomes of the order of the localization energy of elec-
trons Ele and most of the electrons are no longer con-
fined by the positive potential of the holes.

As the illumination intensity increases, a transition
to positive PC is observed (at P > 100 mW/cm2). We
associate the change of the PC sign with the saturation
of the number of electrons that can be localized in the
potential of quantum dots charged by holes. The calcu-
lations given in [3] demonstrate that the third or the
fourth electron is already displaced to the region of
conduction-band delocalized states through the Cou-
lomb interaction with the trapped electrons. Optical
generation directly in Ge cannot markedly affect the
filling of islands because of the small thickness of Ge.
Note, however, that the diffusion length of nonequilib-
rium carriers in Si (100–1000 µm [5]) is much larger
than the light penetration depth (~10 µm). Therefore,
virtually all the photoexcited holes and electrons in Si
can be trapped, diffusing from the bulk, on the bound
states in the region of QDs. Then, taking into account
that the interband recombination times of electrons and
holes in Si and Ge nanoclusters are much the same [3],
we obtain the average number of nonequilibrium holes
and electrons per island Nh = Pτ/hνnQDN, where τ is the
interband recombination time, hν is the photon energy,
and N is the number of QD layers. For τ ~ 15 µs, hν =
1.4 eV, nQD ≈ 3 × 1011 cm–2, and N = 10, we actually
obtain the degree of filling Nh = 2.5. This means that the
potential wells in the silicon conduction band are
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
already filled with electrons at an illumination intensity
of ~ 100 mW/cm2. Additional generation of nonequilib-
rium electrons will lead to growth of the concentration
of free carriers. Therefore, the PC has a positive sign.

If the maximum number of bound electron states at
each island equals two, a minimum of the photocon-
ductivity is reached when each QD contains one non-
equilibrium hole. In this case, both equilibrium and
nonequilibrium electrons can be confined at a QD, thus
making no contribution to the conductivity.

Fig. 2. Dependence of the relative photoconductivity on the
interband illumination intensity in n-type Si with Ge quan-
tum dots and in a sample without Ge nanoclusters at various
temperatures. The light source is a GaAs light-emitting
diode whose emission maximum corresponds to a photon
wavelength of ~0.9 µm.
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The expected value of negative PC can be estimated
within a simple model. When photoinduced attachment
centers appear at the interface of positively charged
QDs, free electrons, on leaving Si, will start to quit the
conduction process. Because the relationship NnQD >
NepiLepi is fulfilled at the given parameters of the epitax-
ial Si layer (impurity concentration and thickness), part
of the electrons will go out of the substrate to the layer
with islands, leaving there a region of space charge of
ionized donors with the width w. The value of w can be
found from the electroneutrality condition

(1)NnQD NepiLepi Nsw.+=

Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the photoconductivity
minimum. The solid line shows the result of approximating
the experimental data (points) by Eq. (4) for the localization
energy of electrons on the photoinduced attachment center
Ele = 44 meV.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the relative photoconductivity on the
interband illumination intensity in p-type Si with Ge quan-
tum dots.

44
The layer conductivity in the absence of illumination is
determined by the equation

(2)

where µs is the electron mobility in the substrate, µepi is
the electron mobility in the epitaxial Si layer, EP is the
ionization energy of the phosphorus level in the sub-
strate, and ESb is the ionization energy of the antimony
level in the epitaxial layer. The layer conductivity under
illumination takes the form

(3)

where µQD is the electron mobility at the Si/Ge interface.
Assume for the estimations that all the mobilities µs,
µepi, and µQD are equal to each other. Then the relative
value of PC can be obtained from Eqs. (1), (2), and (3):

(4)

The points in Fig. 3 show the experimental temper-
ature dependence of the minimum of the relative pho-
toconductivity. The calculated curve obtained using
Eq. (4) is also drawn there as a solid line. The electron
energy on the attachment centers Ele was the only fitting
parameter. For EP = 45.2 meV and ESb = 42.5 meV [6],
the least deviation of the calculated curve from the
experimental data is reached at Ele = 44 meV. The self-
consistent calculations [3] give the following values of
Ele for various variants of QD filling: 38 meV for one
electron in the potential of one hole, 70 meV for one
electron in the potential of two holes, and 50 meV for
the first of two electrons in the field of two holes. The
experimental energy Ele falls within the same range and
has quite a reasonable value. It is evident in Fig. 3 that
the simple model reproduces well both the value and
the temperature dependence of negative photoconduc-
tivity. However, the temperature and concentration
dependence of the mobilities must be correctly taken
into account for obtaining results that are more accu-
rate.

As noted at the beginning, the appearance of an
electron-localizing potential when holes are trapped in
QDs is the crucial factor in the occurrence of negative
PC. It is clear that illumination should not lead to a
decrease in the concentration of equilibrium carriers in

G eµsNsLs EP– kT⁄( )exp=

+ eµepiNepiLepi ESb– kT⁄( ),exp
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the p-type structures. This is because the occurrence of
a potential well in the Ge valence band is mainly deter-
mined by the discontinuity between the Ge and Si
valence bands. However, the Coulomb interaction
energy of an electron and a hole bound into a spatially
indirect exciton (≈25 meV [3]) is much lower than the
localization energy of a hole (~400 meV in the ground
state).

The lux–ampere characteristics of a Ge/p-Si struc-
ture are presented in Fig. 4. The sample was grown
under conditions similar to those for the synthesis of
the Ge/n-Si sample, except for the conductivity type of
the substrate and the upper epitaxial Si layer with Ge
islands (the concentration of the acceptor boron impu-
rity was ≈1015 cm–3 in the substrate and ≈1016 cm–3 in
the epitaxial Si layer). It is clear that the region with
negative PC is absent in the p-type structure. Instead, an
extended region with low positive PC is observed, after
which a step increase in the photocurrent occurs. This
behavior at low illumination intensities is due to trap-
ping of nonequilibrium carriers of both types on the
bound states in the vicinity of Ge islands (holes on the
states in Ge islands and electrons on the states at the
Si/Ge interface). The growth of PC at high intensities is
explained by filling of the electron levels and the
appearance of free nonequilibrium electrons.

We emphasize in conclusion that the mechanism of
negative photoconductivity proposed in this work is
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
accomplished only in quantum dots of the second type,
because both electrons and holes in heterostructures of
the first type are localized in the same semiconductor
independently of the charge state of QDs.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research, project nos. 00-02-17885 and
00-02-17638, and by the scientific program “Physics of
Solid-State Nanostructures,” project no. 98-1100.
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Nonlinear interaction of an intense surface acoustic wave (SAW) with a 2D electron–hole plasma generated by
light in a semiconductor quantum well near a piezoelectric crystal is investigated. It is shown that, in a strongly
nonlinear regime, the acoustoelectric interaction is enhanced because of the accumulation of carriers in the field
of an intense SAW. In addition, in a strongly nonlinear regime, the dissipation of the acoustic wave energy
increases and the sound velocity decreases. These dependences fundamentally differ from those observed in a
unipolar plasma. For high sound intensities, analytical results are obtained. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperi-
odica”.

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx; 73.50.Rb
Surface acoustic waves offer good possibilities for
studying of 2D electron systems [1] owing to the piezo-
electric interaction. In recent years, the so-called hybrid
structures have been developed [2]. A hybrid structure
(Fig. 1) consists of a submicron thin film (A3B5) with
an electron quantum well and a substrate made of a
piezoelectric crystal (LiNbO3). Such a system is a
quasi-monolithic one, because the film is tightly bound
to the piezoelectric crystal by the Van der Waals forces.
For a surface acoustic wave (SAW) in a hybrid struc-
ture, the electromechanical coupling constant  is
two orders of magnitude greater than in conventional
GaAlAs systems [2]. In a hybrid structure, the regime
corresponding to nonlinear acoustoelectric interaction
can be obtained in experiments. The experimental stud-
ies [3, 4] showed that the electron plasma (which was
induced in the cited experiments by a metal gate) could
be divided into strips in the piezoelectric field of a
SAW.

Keff
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In this paper, we theoretically investigate the non-
linear acoustoelectric interaction in a hybrid structure
in the presence of laser illumination, which generates
an electron–hole plasma at room temperature. In
hybrid structures, the acoustoelectric interaction is
mainly governed by the piezoelectric effect. In the
presence of a high-intensity SAW, the mean carrier
density increases and the plasma falls into electron and
hole strips. As the sound intensity increases, the
absorption of the SAW also increases and the SAW
velocity shift due to plasma decreases. These depen-
dences are related to a strong recombination nonlinear-
ity. The behavior of a unipolar plasma in an intense
acoustic wave is fundamentally different: the absorp-
tion of the acoustic wave saturates, and the sound
velocity increases [3–6].

In piezoelectric crystals with mobile electrons, the
nonlinearity of the acoustoelectric interaction may be
of a concentration character [5–7] or may occur as a
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a semiconductor–piezoelectric hybrid structure used for the experiments with SAW. The contacts to
the 2D plasma are closed. The SAW can induce an acoustoelectric current J in the circuit.
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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result of the capture of electrons by traps [8]. In this
paper, we consider the combined effect of two mecha-
nisms of nonlinearity, namely, the concentration mech-
anism and the recombination one. In our model, the
recombination nonlinearity occurs in the case of the
luminescence of mobile electron–hole pairs in a direct
gap semiconductor and in the presence of permanent
illumination. The recombination nonlinearity in some
respect is similar to the nonlinearity due to traps,
because it also leads to a change in the mean density of
mobile carriers. However, there are some important dif-
ferences. We note that, in the cited papers [8], the non-
linearity associated with traps was considered in the
absence of illumination and for static traps. In our
model, both electrons and holes are mobile. This fact
plays a fundamental role, because the mobility leads to
a spatial separation of the carriers in the field of an
intense SAW.

In this paper, we consider the conventional case of
weak acoustoelectric interaction between an intense

SAW and the 2D plasma; i.e., we assume that  ! 1.
In addition, the sample is considered to be short in the
sense that ΓL < 1 and long in the sense that L @ λ. Here,
Γ is the absorption coefficient for the SAW, L is the
sample length, and λ is the wavelength. When the con-
dition ΓL < 1 is valid, the contributions of higher har-
monics of the SAW play a negligible role. To solve the
problem in the framework of the aforementioned
approximations, it is sufficient to determine the nonlin-
ear response of the plasma to the piezoelectric potential
of a monochromatic SAW. In the nonlinear regime, the
SAW velocity shift due to the 2D plasma, δvs, and the
sound absorption coefficient Γ are determined by the
expressions [4]

(1)

where 〈…〉  denotes spatial averaging,  is the sound
velocity in the absence of plasma, I is the SAW inten-
sity, ΦSAW is the piezoelectric potential of the SAW,

 is the electric field induced by the SAW in the
plane of the 2D plasma, and j is the current of the
charge carriers. A SAW that propagates in the x direc-

tion generates an electric field  = E0cos(qx – ωt)

and the corresponding piezoelectric potential ΦSAW =
−Φ0sin(qx – ωt), where Φ0 = E0/q, t is time, q is the

wave vector, and ω = q. Since we assumed that

 ! 1, we have δvs !  and Γ ! q.
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The current j = jn + jp is determined from the system
of hydrodynamic equations

(2)

where n and p are the 2D electron and hole densities,
respectively; jn and jp are the electron and hole currents;
e = –|e | is the electron charge; G is the rate of carrier
generation by the laser light; C is the recombination
constant; σn and σp are the electron and hole conductiv-
ities; and Dn and Dp are the electron and hole diffusion
coefficients. Here, the following relations are valid:
σn = |e |µnn and σp = |e |µpp, where µn and µp are the
electron and hole mobilities and Dn/µn = Dp/µp = KT/|e |,
where T is temperature.

The electric field consists of two components: E =
ESAW + Eind. The field Eind is induced by the plasma and
determined from the Maxwell equation

(3)

where Dind = (z)Eind and z is normal to the system. The
2D plasma in the quantum well is modeled by the
δ-function.

We will seek a steady-state periodic solution to the
system of Eqs. (2) and (3) as a function of the coordi-

nate x ' = x – t. We note that, in our system with
shorted contacts to the 2D plasma, we have 〈Ex〉  = 0 (see
Fig. 1) and the solution can be found in the form of a
periodic function of x '. To determine the numerical
solution, it is convenient to expand all functions in
Eqs. (2) and (3) in Fourier series in the x ' coordinate.

Neglecting the thickness of the film, we obtain  =

2π(enm + |e |pm)/eeff|qm|, where  represents the Fou-
rier coefficients; m = 0, ±1, ±2, …, qm = qm; and eeff =

(e + 1)/2. Here, e =  is the mean permittivity of
LiNbO3. The SAW intensity and the amplitude of the

potential Φ0 are related by the formula  =

(σmq/2)( /I), where σm = eeff /2π [4]. The coeffi-

cient  was calculated earlier in the framework of
the linear theory [2, 9].

The system of Eqs. (2) and (3) was solved numeri-
cally. The calculations were performed by using about
100 spatial harmonics and the following typical parame-
ters of the system at T = 300 K: µe = 2 × 103 cm2 /(V s),

µe/µp = 6,  = 3.9 × 105 cm/s, λ = 60 µm,  =
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0.056, and e = 50. The recombination constant for non-
equilibrium electrons and holes was estimated by a for-
mula similar to Eq. (13) from [10]: C = 4 × 10−4 cm2/s,
which corresponds to the radiative recombination time

 = 1/Cns0 = 250 ns for the electron and hole densi-
ties ns0 = ps0 = 1010 cm–2. At Φ0 = 0, the steady-state

carrier concentrations were ns0 = ps0 = . The
concentration ns0 was selected within the interval
109−1011 cm–2, which is typical of optical experiments
[10]. The corresponding luminous fluxes were within
10–2–102 W/cm2. The calculations were performed for
the amplitudes of the potential Φ0 ~ 1–10 V. The ampli-
tudes Φ0 ~ 3 V are typical of the experiments on hybrid
structures with metallic gates [3, 4]. In these experi-
ments, the input powers of SAW generation varied
from –10 to 30 dB m [3, 4]. In this paper, we consider

a gateless structure, for which the coefficient 
should be greater.

The inset in Fig. 2 shows the calculated functions
n(x ') and p(x ') for different values of Φ0. One can see
that, as Φ0 increases, the plasma becomes separated
into adjacent electron and hole strips. Electrons and
holes tend to screen the potential ΦSAW(x ') at all x ', but,
simultaneously, the functions n(x ') and p(x ') slightly
overlap. Only this type of carrier distribution can exist
in a steady-state regime with a strong recombination

τ0
rad

G C⁄

Keff
2

Fig. 2. Dependence of the sound absorption coefficient on
the amplitude of the SAW potential. Curves 1–5 correspond
to different intensities of optical pumping: ns0 = 109, 2 ×
109, 5 × 109, 1010, and 5 × 1010 cm–2. The inset shows the
profiles of the electron and hole concentrations for ns0 = 5 ×
109 cm–2 and for two different amplitudes Φ0 = 0.4 and 2 V.
nonlinearity, because the appearance of a noticeable
gap between the strips should lead to a nonstationary
accumulation of carriers. The absorption coefficient Γ
(Fig. 2) mainly decreases with increasing Φ0. The non-
monotonic behavior of Γ at Φ0 ~ 1–2 V correlates with
the instant of noticeable separation of the plasma into
strips and with the onset of the increase in the mean
density N0 = 〈n(x ')〉  = 〈p(x ')〉  (the inset in Fig. 3). The
increase in N0 is a natural consequence of the spatial
separation of electrons and holes and of the suppression
of their recombination. When Φ0  ∞, the sound
absorption coefficient behaves as Γ ∝  1/Φ0 and the
absorbed energy is Q = IΓ ∝ Φ 0. The increase in Q with
growing sound intensity is related to the increase in the
mean carrier density N0 with Φ0  ∞ (the inset in
Fig. 3). Below, we will analytically derive the asymp-
totic expression for Q(Φ0).

The calculations were also performed for the mean
currents induced by the SAW. With increasing Φ0, the
current 〈jn(x ') + jp(x ')〉  first increased in magnitude and
then decreased, because the carriers were trapped by
the SAW. The mean velocities of electrons and holes

tend to  with Φ0  ∞.

The velocity shift δvs (Φ0) shown in Fig. 3 exhibits
a maximum at Φ0 ~ 1–2 V. This maximum is also
related to the onset of plasma separation into strips.
When Φ0  ∞, the velocity shift δvs decreases,

v s
0

Fig. 3. Dependence of the SAW velocity shift on the SAW
amplitude. The curves correspond to those in Fig. 2. The
inset shows the dependence of the mean concentration on
the SAW amplitude for different values of ns0.
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because the plasma becomes more and more dense and
strongly screens the field of the SAW.

From the curves shown in the inset in Fig. 3, one can
see that the transition to the nonlinear regime of carrier
accumulation depends on the initial density ns0 = ps0.
The characteristic value of Φ0 at which the density N0
begins to grow increases with ns0. The order of magni-

tude of this characteristic amplitude  can be
estimated in terms of the linear theory. Using the condi-
tion δρs ~ |e|ns0, where δρs is the perturbation of the 2D

charge, we obtain  ~ |e|ns0λ/eeff. This estimate is
valid on condition that σ0 > σm, where σ0 = |e|(µn +

µp)ns0. For ns0 ~ 1010 cm–2, we obtain  ~ 2V.

The asymptotic behavior of Γ and δvs for Φ0  ∞
can be obtained analytically from the following consid-
eration. When Φ0  ∞, the plasma screens the SAW

field  at practically all points, and the density of
2D carriers can be determined from the simple integral

equation Ex =  +  = 0. In this case, the
electrons screen half of the wave in the region where
eΦSAW < 0, and the holes screen half of the wave in the
region where eΦSAW > 0. From the condition Ex = 0, we
obtain the asymptotic expression N0  qΦ0eeff/2π2|e |,
which adequately describes the numerical data given in
the inset in Fig. 3. According to the Drude model, the
local absorption of the SAW by the plasma has the form

where vn and vp are the velocities of electrons and
holes,  and  are the electron and hole effective
masses, and τn and τp are the corresponding relaxation
times. Since the electrons and holes are almost totally
trapped by the SAW and spatially separated, we have

vn .  for λ/2 < x < λ and vp .  for 0 < x < λ/2.
The total absorption now takes the form

Thus, we derived the asymptotic expression Q ∝  N0 ∝
Φ0 for Φ0  ∞. The small parameters corresponding

to Φ0  ∞ are /µnE0 ! 1 and /µpE0 ! 1. To
determine δvs for Φ0  ∞, we used similar small
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parameters and obtained the asymptotic expression

δvs/   – /2.

In the case of a unipolar plasma, which is induced,
e.g., by the gate, the quantity 〈n〉  will evidently be con-
stant for any Φ0. When Φ0  ∞, electrons form nar-
row strips and, on the whole, the screening of the SAW
field is reduced. In the limit Φ0  ∞, we have Q 

Qmax = 〈n〉 /τe and δvs ~ 1/Φ0  0 [4–6].

The experimental studies of acoustoelectric interac-
tion in 3D crystals in the presence of illumination were
performed in the regime corresponding to hopping pho-
toconduction and weak nonlinearity (see, e.g., [11]).
The acoustoelectric interaction between the SAW and
the photoexcited plasma in GaAs gave rise to a longitu-
dinal voltage between the gates [12]. A strongly nonlin-
ear acoustoelectric interaction in 2D systems was
experimentally studied at T = 4 K in the exciton ioniza-
tion regime [13, 14]. For example, a delay line for pho-
tons was realized in [13]: the incident photons were
converted to electrons and holes and then carried along
the sample by the SAW; at the final stage, the carriers
generated secondary photons. At T = 300 K, an intense
SAW was used to study a strongly nonuniform plasma
excited in a quantum well by a laser beam [15]. One
more class of experiments is related to the diffraction of
light by volume and surface acoustic waves [16].

The predicted nonlinear acoustoelectric interaction
applies to uniform illumination in an infinite sample. In
a finite sample, the density accumulated in the potential
wells of the SAW saturates when Φ0  ∞. In our sys-
tem, an intense SAW first separates the electrons and
holes and then carries them along the sample. At the
final stage, the carriers recombine as soon as they reach
the right contact. In other words, an intense SAW “col-
lects” the carriers over the whole sample length. The
maximum density accumulated by SAW is equal to

Nmax = GL/  = (L/ ) C = n0(t0/ ), where t0 =

L/  is the time of SAW propagation over the sample
length. Thus, in a finite system, each curve shown in the
inset in Fig. 3 is saturated at its own level Nmax(n0). The
described enhancement of the acoustoelectric interac-
tion in the nonlinear regime manifests itself when Nmax

> n0. The latter inequality is equivalent to t0 > .
These inequalities hold for the typical parameters of
our problem. For example, when n0 = 1010 cm–2 and L

= 2 mm, we obtain t0/  ~ 2.

We are grateful to A.V. Chaplik and J.P. Kotthaus for
useful discussions. The work was supported by the
Volkswagen-Stiftung, the Russian Foundation for
Basic Research (project nos. 99-02-17019 and 99-02-
17127), and the State program “Physics of Solid-state
Nanostructures.”
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Second-order Raman spectra corresponding to transverse acoustic phonons are studied in detail for crystalline
Si over the temperature range 20–620°C. The largest relative softening and anharmonicity at the boundaries of
the Brillouin zone were observed for the TA(X) mode. Extrapolation of the TA(X) frequency to high tempera-
tures suggests that the Si lattice should be dynamically unstable at temperatures on the order of a doubled melt-
ing temperature. It is found that the main contribution to the softening of the transverse acoustic phonons in
silicon comes from the anharmonicity and not from the volume expansion. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperi-
odica”.

PACS numbers: 63.20.Ry
1. With an increase in the vibrational amplitudes of
atoms in crystals, one should go beyond the well-
known harmonic approximation [1, 2] and take into
account the anharmonic terms in the expansion of
potential energy of the crystal in powers of atomic devi-
ations from equilibrium positions. The inclusion of
anharmonicity is particularly important if the vibra-
tional amplitudes or certain vibrational modes (soft
modes) become comparable with the interatomic dis-
tance, e.g., in quantum crystals, near the melting tem-
perature, or at structural phase transitions. In spite of
the impressive progress in the theoretical description of
strongly anharmonic crystals (see [3–5] and references
therein), the problem of taking rigorous account of the
anharmonicity in the phase-transition region, e.g., at
the melting point or upon the approach of the instability
point of the crystal lattice, is still far from being
resolved. It is worth noting that the interrelation
between the melting, the lattice instability caused by an
increase in the thermal vibrations of atoms, and the
anharmonicity of interatomic interaction was pointed
out in a number of works [4–7].

Experimentally, direct information on crystal anhar-
monicity can be gained from the temperature depen-
dences of some quantities such as interatomic distances,
elastic constants, and phonon frequencies at high-sym-
metry points. In studying the vibrational modes, the
anharmonicity can be analyzed most simply on the basis
of the well-known thermodynamic relation [8]

(1)
∂ν
∂T
------ 

 
P

∂ν
∂T
------ 

 
V

α
β
--- ∂ν

∂P
------ 

 
T

,–=
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20195
where the phonon frequency variation with temperature
at a constant pressure incorporates two parts corre-
sponding to the purely anharmonic contribution at a
constant volume and the quasi-harmonic contribution
due to thermal expansion; α is the coefficient of volume
expansion and β is the isothermal compressibility. This
relation was previously applied to a series of molecular
and ionic crystals [9], and it was found that the quasi-
harmonic part, i.e., the thermal expansion, made the
main contribution to phonon softening.

In this work, crystalline silicon was chosen as a sub-
ject of investigation because it is one of the most prom-
inent representatives of the covalent tetrahedral semi-
conductors. Interest in the lattice dynamics of the tetra-
hedral semiconductors is caused by some of its unusual
properties, such as a negative coefficient of volume
expansion at low temperatures and negative Grüneisen
parameters (and, accordingly, negative frequency
derivatives with respect to pressure) of the transverse
acoustic phonons [9]. It is also known that the tetrahe-
dral semiconductors are related to the substances with
the so-called “anomalous” melting: their density
increases upon the crystal–liquid transition, because
the atoms in the corresponding melts are packed more
densely than in the crystals [10]. As distinct from the
majority of crystals, the melting temperature of these
substances decreases with pressure, in accordance with
the Clausius–Clapeyron equation. It is also worth not-
ing that in the majority of substances (metals, alkali
halide crystals, or solid rare gases) the elastic constants
and acoustic phonon frequencies undergo softening by
20–50% upon melting [11–13], whereas the elastic
constants and the optical phonon frequencies in the tet-
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. (a) Temperature-dependent second-order Raman spectra due to the transverse acoustic phonons of Si, together with the main
first-order line of the optical LTO(Z) mode. Numerical analysis and assignment (according to [9, 19]) of the characteristic features
in the spectra are presented in the table. For convenience, the spectra are shifted along the vertical axis. (b) Temperature-dependent
shape of the two-phonon spectrum. The curves are shifted along the frequency axis and normalized, in order to bring into coinci-
dence the maxima corresponding to the 2TA(X) mode.
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rahedral semiconductors soften by only 5–10% at the
melting temperature [13].

These unusual properties of tetrahedral semicon-
ductors no doubt are associated with the anharmonicity
of interatomic interactions and special features of their
phonon spectra. Nevertheless, detailed information on
the anharmonicity of different phonon modes over a
wide temperature range is, in great part, lacking for the
system of interest. Only a few attempts were made to
carry out a comparative analysis of the different contri-
butions to phonon softening in semiconductors, specif-
ically in the tetrahedral ones [8, 14].

The anharmonicity of the short-wavelength trans-
verse acoustic phonons of the diamond-like Si lattice at
the boundaries of its Brillouin zone are probably of par-
ticular interest, because it is these modes that are
responsible, e.g., for the pressure-induced instability of
the diamond-like lattices [15]. It should also be noted
that the longitudinal acoustic modes at the boundaries
of the Brillouin zone in Si are energetically close to the
longitudinal optical modes and lie considerably higher
than the transverse acoustic modes [9]. Earlier,
attempts were undertaken to investigate the tempera-
ture dependences of phonon frequencies at the bound-
aries of the Brillouin zone in tetrahedral semiconduc-
tors by inelastic neutron scattering, e.g., in Ge [8], or
using the data on the two-phonon line shifts in the sec-
ond-order Raman spectra of Si [16]. However, only the
temperature coefficients were determined for the
phonon frequencies in these measurements. The anhar-
monic effects in Si were measured only for the optical
phonons at the center of the Brillouin zone [17]. The
purpose of this work was a detailed study of the anhar-
monicity of transverse acoustic phonons in Si at high
temperatures by measuring the second-order Raman
spectra.

2. A sample was heated in a vacuum furnace with
continuous evacuation and resistive heating. The tem-
perature was measured to within ±1 K by a chromel–
alumel thermocouple placed near the sample. The
Raman spectra were recorded in the geometry of back-
scattering from the (001) surface of a Si single crystal
by a Jobin-Yvon T64000 Raman triple spectrometer
with a nitrogen-cooled multichannel CCD detector.
The 488 nm Ar+ laser line was used for excitation. The
spectra were measured in the Z(XX)  and Z(XY)
polarizations with a resolution of 0.5 cm–1.

3. The Raman spectra of silicon are shown in Fig. 1.
The second-order spectra reflect the phonon density of
states. The calculations by the formulas relating the
density of states to the shapes of Raman spectra [18]
have shown that the anomalous points (Fig. 1 and table)
in the spectrum are shifted from their true positions cor-
responding to the density of states by no more than
0.5%. On heating, all phonon frequencies go down,
with the greatest effect (as regards both the amplitude
and the rate of buildup of the negative derivative) being
observed for the transverse acoustic (TA) phonons at
the boundary point X of the Brillouin zone (Fig. 2). The
accuracy of measurement was high enough for a sub-
stantial nonlinearity to be revealed in the temperature
dependence of the frequencies, primarily for the TA(X)
mode. The heating leads to a change not only of the
characteristic frequencies, but also of the spectrum
shapes (Fig. 1b), likely indicating the anharmonicity-
induced changes in the phonon density of states [9].

Different contributions to the temperature coeffi-
cients [see Eq. (1)] obtained in our experiments for
some phonon frequencies of the Si lattice are presented
in the table. The quasi-harmonic contribution to the
temperature derivatives is relatively small and com-
prises 5–30%. For the acoustic phonons, the quasi-har-
monic contribution has the opposite sign, because they
behave anomalously in the tetrahedral semiconductors
under pressure: the frequencies of acoustic modes
decrease upon compression [8, 9, 19, 21]. Thus, the

Z Z
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Temperature-dependent frequencies of the optical mode ν1 in the first-order Raman spectrum and of the characteristic features
(ν2–ν5) in the two-phonon spectra shown in Fig. 1, the temperature derivatives of the logarithms of these frequencies, and the
decomposition of the derivatives into the anharmonic and quasi-harmonic components. The (∂lnν/∂P)T values are taken from
[9, 19], and α and β are from [20]

T 
(°C)

ν (cm–1) 
±0.5

(10–5 K–1) (10–5 K–1)

T

(10–5 K–1)

ν1, LTO(Z) 21 521.4 –4.28 –3.51 –0.77

320 514.1 –5.04 –3.95 –1.09

618 505.9 –5.79 –4.37 –1.42

ν2, 2TA(X) 21 303.4 –3.39 –4.71 1.32

320 299.3 –5.71 –7.58 1.87

618 293.4 –8.01 –10.46 2.45

ν3, 2TA(L) 21 228.4 –4.20 –4.86 0.66

320 225.1 –4.98 –5.95 0.97

618 221.5 –5.78 –7.04 1.26

ν4, 2TA(W) 21 436.2 –4.42 –4.54 0.12

320 430.1 –4.86 –5.05 0.19

618 423.7 –5.29 –5.52 0.23

ν5, 2A(Σ, 2), 2A(L – K, 2) 21 459.3 –2.87 –2.96 0.09

320 454.0 –4.85 –4.98 0.13

618 446.3 –6.74 –6.9 0.16
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crystal lattice of Si exhibits strongly anharmonic
behavior on heating.

4. The data obtained can be used to analyze the tem-
perature-induced instability of the Si lattice in more
detail and, in this connection, to touch on the melting
problem. As is known, crystals may be heated over the
equilibrium melting temperature for a short time [22],
but the overheating is bounded by the stability loss line
[11, 13] corresponding to the zero frequencies of cer-
tain lattice eigenmodes [1]. However, in the presence of
a strong lattice anharmonicity, the phonon modes
responsible for the lattice instability likely soften not to
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
zero but to certain finite values (of the order of 40–60%
of the initial frequencies) [4–7], with the derivatives of
the corresponding frequencies (or elastic constants)
turning to infinity at the instability point.

On normal melting, the short-range order is
retained, while the long-range order is destroyed, so
that, on a further increase in temperature, the structure
of the liquid becomes stable against the softening of the
long-wavelength acoustic phonons. The fact that the
short-range order in the tetrahedral semiconductors
alters upon “anomalous” melting suggests that the
short-wavelength phonons, primarily the acoustic
Fig. 2. Temperature-dependent frequencies of the characteristic features in the spectra of Si shown in Fig. 1: (a) fractional changes
for the LTO(Z) and 2TA(X) modes; (b) fractional frequency changes after subtracting the ∆ν1/ν1(T) curve. Symbols correspond to
the experimental points, and lines are the interpolations.
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phonons near the boundaries of the Brillouin zone, play
an important part in the lattice decomposition. The
maximum values observed for the softening and anhar-
monicity of the TA(X) mode on heating support this
assumption.

Extrapolation of the TA(X) frequency to the melting
temperature at normal pressure (Tm = 1688 K) gives a
value of ∆ν/ν ~ 0.11–0.12 for the softening, whereas
the corresponding value for the optical mode in the cen-
ter of the Brillouin zone is ∆ν/ν ~ 0.07. For the conven-
tional stability-loss temperature defined by the condi-
tion ∆ν/ν ~ 0.5, one obtains T* ~ 2Tm. Taking into
account the anharmonicity of the TA(X) mode (Fig. 2)
and the fact that the derivative of the ν(T) function at
the stability-loss point is likely infinite [4, 5, 7], one can
expect a stronger softening for the acoustic phonons
above the melting point and the loss of dynamic stabil-
ity of the Si lattice at even lower temperatures.

Thus, the melting and heating-induced instability of
Si are caused by softening of the short-wavelength
acoustic phonons. The strong anharmonicity and the
anomalous softening of the acoustic branches at the
boundaries of the Brillouin zone are due to a profound
contribution of the noncentral forces to the interatomic
interactions in tetrahedral covalent crystals [9, 15].

It is pertinent to draw a certain analogy between
anomalous melting and solid-state amorphization.
Solid-phase amorphization (SPA) of crystals occurs
upon changing pressure at rather low temperatures and
is accompanied by the reorganization of the short-range
order. There are grounds to believe that SPA is also
associated with the softening of the short-wavelength
acoustic phonons [13, 15] and that the contribution of
noncentral forces is likely also essential to the SPA
mechanism [15].

For a more detailed study of phonon anharmonicity
and the mechanism of anomalous melting of the tetra-
hedral semiconductors, precise measurements need to
be carried out for the phonon spectra up to the melting
points of the relevant materials.

We are grateful to S.M. Stishov and S.V. Popova for
fruitful discussions. This work was supported by the
Russian Foundation for Basic Research, project no. 98-
02-16325.
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Zero Modes for Dirac Fermions on a Sphere
with Fractional Vortex1
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Normalized zero-energy states are shown to emerge for massless Dirac fermions in an external gauge field that
gives rise to nonquantized vortices on a sphere. A field-theory model is used to describe electronic states of a
fullerene-like molecule. In particular, we predict the existence of exactly one zero-energy mode due to a discli-
nation. For 60° disclination, the normalized electron density at zero energy is found to behave as R–5/3, with R
being the fullerene radius. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 71.20.Tx; 03.65.Pm; 73.61.Wp
1 In [1], the 3D space-time Dirac equation

(1)

for massless fermions in the presence of a magnetic
field was found to yield N – 1 zero modes in the N-vor-
tex background field. Zero modes for fermions in topo-
logically nontrivial manifolds have been of current
interest in both field theory and condensed matter phys-
ics. In particular, they play a major role in getting some
insight into understanding anomalies [2] and charge
fractionalization that results in unconventional charge-
spin relations (e.g., the paramagnetism of charged fer-
mions) [3] with some important implications for the
physics of superfluid helium (see, e.g., review [4]).
More recently, the importance of the fermion zero
modes was discussed in the context of high-tempera-
ture chiral superconductors [5–7] and the fullerene
molecules [8]. The last example is our main concern in
this paper. As we show below, the problem of the local
electronic structure of fullerene is closely related to
Jackiw’s consideration [1]. Indeed, it was shown within
the effective-mass approximation [9] that the electronic
spectrum of a graphite plane linearized around the cor-
ners of a hexagonal Brillouin zone coincides with that
of Eq. (1) for Aµ = 0. As a consequence, the field-theory
models for Dirac fermions on a plane and sphere [8, 10]
were invoked to describe the variously shaped carbon
materials.

What is important is that disclinations appear as
generic defects in closed carbon structures, fullerenes,
and nanotubes. Actually, in accordance with Euler’s
theorem, these microcrystals can only be formed by
having a total disclination of 4π. According to the

1 This article was submitted by the authors in English.

iγµ ∂µ ieAµ+( )ψ 0=
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geometry of the hexagonal network, this means the
presence of twelve pentagons (60° disclinations) on the
closed hexatic surface. In an attempt to describe the
electronic spectrum of fullerenes in the presence of dis-
clinations, in [8, 10], the Dirac equation on the surface
of a sphere was studied, where lattice curving due to
insertion of pentagons was mimicked by introducing an
effective gauge field. Indeed, since fivefold rings being
inserted into the honeycomb lattice induce frustration,
Dirac spinors acquire a nontrivial phase when rotated
around a pentagon. It was demonstrated in [8] that the
rotation can be implemented by inserting a line of mag-
netic flux at each of the pentagons. The flux is selected
in the form needed to satisfy the transformation proper-
ties. It was assumed that the flux has to be nonabelian
with the only nonvanishing component, Aφ, around
each puncture, so that the correct value of a phase

 is achieved at Φ = π/2. Thus, this picture

implies the existence of a fictitious magnetic monopole

inside the surface with a charge g = (1/4π)  = N/8,

where N is the number of conical singularities on the
surface. In the continuum approximation, the effect of
the magnetic field is smoothed over the sphere by con-
sidering a monopole sitting at its center. This phenom-
enological model is then used for the description of the
low-lying electronic levels of the fullerene molecule. In
particular, the model predicts the existence of two zero
modes with the monopole charges g = 1/2 and g = 3/2.
Notice that a similar problem for an electron in a mono-
pole field was used in studying anyons and the frac-
tional quantum Hall effect on a sphere [11] in the non-
relativistic formulation.

i A∫°( )exp

Φi∑
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In the present paper, we suggest a more adequate
continuum model to describe the electronic spectrum of
a fullerene molecule. The distinctive feature of our
approach is that both electrons and disclinations are
considered to be located on the surface of a sphere. In
other words, we will deal with vortices on a sphere
instead of a monopole inside a sphere. In this case, the
flux due to a disclination is abelian. Actually, we extend
a self-consistent gauge model formulated recently for
the description of disclinations on fluctuating elastic
surfaces [12] to include fermionic fields.

The basic field equation for the U(l) gauge field in a
curved background reads

(2)

where covariant derivative Da := ∂a + Γa includes the
Levi–Civita (torsion-free, metric compatible) connec-
tion

(3)

gab being the metric tensor on a certain Riemannian sur-
face Σ. For a single disclination on an arbitrary elastic
surface, a singular solution to Eq. (2) is found to be [12]

(4)

where

(5)

with εab = eab being the fully antisymmetric tensor
on Σ and e12 = –e21 = 1. It should be mentioned that
Eqs. (2) and (5) self-consistently describe a defect
located on an arbitrary surface [12].

Metric tensor gµν = eα
µeβ

νδαβ, where eα
µ is the

zweibein; α, β = {1, 2}; and coordinate indices µ, ν =
{x, y}. We employ the real projective coordinates on a
sphere. Explicitly,

,

where R is the radius of the sphere. Notice that eµ
α is the

inverse of eα
µ. In this case,

(6)

From Eqs. (4) and (5), the following solution can be
easily read off:

(7)

Locally, it corresponds to the topological vortex on a
Euclidean plane, which confirms the observation that
disclinations can be viewed as vortices in elastic media.

DaFab 0, Fab ∂aWb ∂bWa,–= =

Γac
b  := Γa( )c

b 1
2
---gbd ∂gdc

∂xa
----------

∂gad

∂xc
----------

∂gac

∂xd
----------–+ 

  ,=

Wb νεbcDcG x y,( ),–=

DaDaG x y,( ) 2πδ2 x y,( )/ g,=

g

ex
1 ex

2 ey
1 ey

2 2R2 R2 x2 y2+ +( )⁄=–= = =

gxx = gyy = 4R4/ R2 x2 y2+ +( )2
, gxy = gyx = 0.

Wx ν∂yG, Wy– ν∂xG,= =

G rlog , r x2 y2+ .= =
An elastic flow through a surface on a sphere is
given by the circular integral

(8)

Generally, there are no restrictions on the value of the
winding number ν apart from ν > –1 for topological
reasons. However, if we take into account the symme-
try group of the underlying crystal lattice the possible
values of ν become “quantized” in accordance with the
group structure (e.g., ν = 1/6, 1/4, 1/3, … for hexagonal
lattice). Note that the elastic flux is characterized by the
Frank vector w, |w | = 2πν, with ν being the Frank
index. Thus, the elastic flux is “classical” in its origin;
i.e., there is no quantization, as opposed to the magnetic
vortex. In some physically interesting applications,
however, vortices with a fractional winding number
have already been considered (see, e.g., the discussion
in [5]). Note also that a detailed theory of magnetic vor-
tices on a sphere has been presented in [13].

The Dirac equation on a sphere takes the form

(9)

where ∇ µ = ∂µ + Ωµ, with Ωµ being the spin connection,
which is generally defined as

,

where Γα
µ

β = eα
νDµeβν. One can check that Ωx = Ωy = 0,

so that the spin connection does not enter (9). In gen-
eral, spin connection Ωµ vanishes if dim Σ = 2 [14].

In 2D, the Dirac matrices can be chosen to be the
Pauli matrices γ1 = –σ2, γ2 = σ1. For massless fermions,
σ3 serves as a conjugation matrix, and the energy eigen-
modes are symmetric about E = 0 (σ3ψE = ψ–E). We are
interested in the zero-energy modes. Let us write down

the wave function as ψ0 = . Then (9) reduces to the

pair

(10)

The solution is obvious:

(11)

where f(x + iy) and g(x – iy) are arbitrary entire func-

tions. One can construct self-conjugate solutions 

and . For nonvanishing flux, either u or v are nor-

malizable. In particular, for planar systems in a vortex
magnetic field, f and g are considered to be any polyno-
mial functions of the form rneinθ with n = 0, 1, …, [ν –1],
where the brackets indicate the integer part. In this case,

1
2π
------ Wdr∫° ν .=

iγαeα ∇ µ iWµ+( )ψµ Eψ,=

Ωµ
1
8
---Γα

µ γα γβ,[ ]β–=

u
v 

 

∂x i∂y+( )v ν ∂x i∂y+( )G[ ]v– 0,=

∂x i∂y–( )u ν ∂x i∂y–( )G[ ]u+ 0.=

u νG–( )g x iy–( ),exp=

v νG( ) f x iy+( ),exp=

u
0 

 

0
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there are exactly [ν – 1] normalized zero energy states
because of the fact that the ν ≤ 1 mode cannot be nor-
malized on a plane. As was mentioned by Jackiw [1], a
mismatch between the value of the quantized flux and
the number of zero modes may be removed, provided
R2 is compacted to a two-sphere, S2. Another possible
solution is to consider a sort of extended model to
include coupling of fermions to a scalar field [15]. It is
clear that on a sphere for 0 < |ν| < 1, which is of interest
in this paper, one can expect only one isolated zero-
energy bound state with n = 0.

In a nontrivial geometry, the measure factor 
should be taken into account, which on a sphere yields

(12)

As is seen from (12), the zero-energy mode cannot be
normalized on a plane. Indeed, the planar case corre-
sponds to the limit R  ∞, so that (12) diverges as
R2(1 – |ν|). As a consequence, there are no localized zero-
energy electronic states on disclinations in monolayer
graphite. It should be emphasized that this conclusion
agrees with the results of numerical calculations [16]
where the local density of states at the Fermi level
(E = 0) was found to be zero for the case of five- and
seven-membered rings, which correspond to single dis-
clinations of the 2D graphite. Notice that though the
eigenvalue Eq. (9) acquires a weight for nonzero eigen-
values, the zero eigenvalues remain unchanged. This
finding agrees with Jackiw’s conjecture [1]. The mea-
sure, however, affects condition Eq. (12), resulting in a
normalizable zero-energy wave function for fractional
vortex on a sphere.

For a fullerene molecule, we thus predict the exist-
ence of only one zero-energy mode due to a disclina-
tion, since it has been possible to normalize only one of
two self-conjugate solutions for any elastic flux with
0 < |ν| < 1. In accordance with Eq. (12) the expected

g

ψ0
2 g xd yd∫ r 2 ν– 2R2

R2 r2+
----------------r rd θd

0

2π

∫
0

∞

∫=

=  
2π2

π 1 ν–( )sin
-------------------------------R

2 1 ν–( )
,

0 ν 1.< <
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electron density at zero energy behaves like R–2(1 – |ν|). In
particular, for ν = 1/6, the normalized electron density
behaves as R–5/3. It would be interesting to verify our
conclusions in experiments with fullerene molecules.

To conclude, we have formulated a field theory
model to describe electronic states of a fullerene-like
molecule. The key point of our approach is to consider
disclinations located directly on a sphere, rather than
describe the system in a mean-field approach by plac-
ing a fictitious monopole in the centre of the sphere.
The latter case [8, 10] is essentially the 3D one, which
implies that a nonvanishing spin connection is to be
added to the covariant derivative in the Dirac Eq. (9)
and, as a consequence, two normalizable zero modes
appear, in contrast to our result.
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It was found that physisorbed water molecules affect the near-surface dynamics of a 180° domain wall in an
amorphous FeCuNbSiB ferromagnet. In the range of water vapor pressures 400–1300 Pa, the oscillating
domain walls suffer enhanced damping in the near-surface region and reduce their relaxation frequency
from 10 to 4 kHz. This effect is explained by the influence of surface magnetic defects arising due to the pres-
sure produced by the clusters of physisorbed water molecules on the walls of micropores at the magnet surface.
© 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 75.60.Ch; 68.45.Da
The interrelation between the adsorption–desorp-
tion processes and magnetic properties of ferromagnets
was repeatedly pointed out in the literature [1, 2]. Stud-
ies of the oscillations of the 180° domain walls (DWs)
in filamentary iron single crystals (whiskers) with a
perfect crystal structure in bulk and at their surface
have shown [2] that the DW relaxation frequency in the
near-surface region increases by more than an order of
magnitude upon reducing the air pressure in a measure-
ment cell from atmospheric (p = 100 kPa) to p = 1 kPa.
This effect was explained by the interaction between
the DWs and the magnetic defects arising upon the
adsorption of air molecules, in particular, water mole-
cules. At the above-mentioned pressures and at a rela-
tive humidity of 70%, the partial pressure of water
vapor in air at room temperature is 1500 and 15 Pa,
respectively. The density of lattice defects at the surface
of iron whiskers is too small to influence the DW
motion (for details, see [3, 4]).

The observation of a fine effect such as the influence
of reversible adsorption on the DW mobility at room
temperature is possible because of the extremely low
DW coercive force in iron whiskers, where it is equal to
~0.1 A/m [4]. In the highest quality samples of magnet-
ically soft amorphous magnets, the coercive forces
approach these values. At the same time, amorphous
magnets have a developed surface containing both
macro- and microdefects; i.e., from the viewpoint of
surface quality, amorphous samples are the exact oppo-
site of whiskers.

In this work, the influence of the adsorption of
water, oxygen, nitrogen, and argon molecules on the
mobility of the 180° DW in an amorphous ferromag-
netic tape was studied at room temperature. Tapes of
the amorphous ferromagnet Fe76.5Cu1Nb3Si13.5B6 were
prepared by the spinning method. Prior to amorphiza-
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20202
tion, the melt was subjected to special thermotemporal
treatment in order to obtain a homogeneous equilib-
rium distribution of dopants and, as a result, improve
the magnetically soft properties of the alloy [5]. The
samples were 25–30 µm thick, 0.55 µm wide, and 15–
20 mm in length. The x and y axes of the coordinate
system in this work were chosen to be directed along
the medium and long edges of the sample, respectively,
and the z axis was directed along its short edge. The
180° DW lay in the yz plane at the center of the samples
and divided them into two domains with oppositely
directed magnetizations aligned with the y axis. The
effective DW width at the surface and the coercive
force of the DW were measured by the magnetooptical
method and found to be 7 µm and 1 A/m, respectively.

The properties of the DW at the surface of the amor-
phous tape were studied using a magnetooptic micro-
magnetometer described in [6]. Measurements were
made for the equatorial Kerr effect induced by a change
in the magnetization of the illuminated area of the sam-
ple as a result of the DW movement in a magnetic field.
The photomultiplier slit scanned the surface along the x
axis perpendicular to the DW. The magnetization rever-
sal was caused by the DW movement in an external
y-directed magnetic field with an amplitude of 80 A/m
and a frequency from 20 Hz to 15 kHz. The micromag-
netometer was equipped with a vacuum cell, into which
the sample was placed, and a controlled gas-admission
system. The adsorbate pressure (p) in the cell could be
varied from atmospheric to 10–3 Pa. In our experiments,
the molecules were adsorbed from the gas phase onto a
surface formed after a prolonged exposure of the amor-
phous ferromagnetic tape to air. Prior to gas admission,
the sample was evacuated. Under these conditions, the
sample surface contained a thin oxide film covered with
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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hydroxy groups and water molecules adsorbed through
the mechanism of formation of coordination bonds [7].

The studies were carried out for the frequency
dependence of the DW oscillation amplitude (∆) in an
atmosphere of different gases. Water, oxygen, and
nitrogen molecules of the air and the inert argon mole-
cules were chosen as adsorbates. The ∆(f) dependence
was characterized by the relaxation frequency fr defined
as ∆(f = fr) = 0.7∆0, where ∆0 equals ∆ at f  0. In
Fig. 1, the DW oscillation amplitude is shown as a
function of the frequency of external magnetic field for
the adsorption of water molecules. Curve 1 corresponds
to pressures from 1 to 400 Pa and affords the relaxation
frequency fr = 10 kHz. As the water vapor pressure was
increased, the relaxation frequency appreciably
decreased (curves 2, 3). The effect was fully reversible:
after evacuation, the initial dependence ∆(f) was
restored. A substantial change in the relaxation fre-
quency was observed in the range of water vapor pres-
sures 400 Pa < p < 1300 Pa (Fig. 2). The initial ∆(f)
dependence did not alter upon the admission of oxygen,
nitrogen, and argon into the vacuum cell up to pressures
close to atmospheric.

The relaxation frequency of a DW characterizes the
effective frictional force acting on a moving DW.
Indeed, the DW motion in the alternating magnetic
field H = H0cos2πft can be described by the equation of
a harmonic oscillator with a negligibly small effective
mass:

(1)

where b is the damping (viscous friction) parameter, k
is the effective restoring force constant due to the
demagnetizing field of the sample, Is is the saturation
magnetization of the sample, x(t) = ∆cos(2πft – ϕ) is
the DW displacement from its equilibrium position,
and ϕ is the phase difference between the external field
and the DW oscillations. The DW oscillation amplitude
is expressed as

(2)

The experimental curves shown in Fig. 1 qualita-
tively agree with the theoretical ones calculated from
Eq. (2) (curves 4, 5 in Fig. 1). In particular, at low fre-
quencies, the theoretical and experimental curves have
a plateau whose length decreases with increasing water
vapor pressure and, accordingly, with a decrease in the
relaxation frequency. This gives evidence that the
observed decrease in the relaxation frequency is associ-
ated with the increase in the damping parameter in
Eq. (1).

Since the samples were not subjected to thermovac-
uum treatment prior to measurements, their surfaces
were covered with chemisorbed oxygen atoms and
hydroxy groups and coordinatively sorbed water mole-

bẋ kx+ 2IsH;=

∆
∆0
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  2

+
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cules, which remained surface-bonded upon the evacu-
ation of the sample. The reversible adsorption–desorp-
tion processes observed in this work correspond to the
formation and breaking of weak hydrogen bonds
between the water molecule and the hydrate covering
of the real surface of the sample. At a high coverage
degree, the adsorbed H2O molecules form clusters
attached to the coordinatively sorbed water molecules
and containing up to three molecular layers [7].

The maximum change in the relaxation frequency fr

was observed in the pressure range 0.4–1.3 kPa, where,
according to the adsorption isotherms obtained for
water on different oxides, the neighboring clusters of
water molecules adsorbed through the formation of
hydrogen bonds start to overlap [7]. At pressures p ~
1.3 kPa, the clusters completely merge to form a poly-
molecular surface covering of H2O molecules. Inas-
much as the samples of amorphous ferromagnets had
developed surfaces containing, in particular,

Fig. 1. Experimentally measured DW oscillation amplitudes
vs. frequency of the external magnetic field in the presence
of adsorption of water molecules. Water vapor pressure p =
(1) 1– 400, (2) 1000, and (3) 1900 Pa. Curves 4 and 5 are the
theoretical ∆(f)dependences obtained by Eq. (2) for fr = 10
and 6.5 kHz, respectively.

Fig. 2. Relaxation frequency of the DW oscillations as a
function of water vapor pressure in the cell with the sample.
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micropores, the mechanism of influence of the adsorp-
tion of water molecules on DW dynamics in the sam-
ples studied can be imagined as follows. At water vapor
pressures 0.4 kPa < p < 1.3 kPa, the adsorbed water
molecules fill the micropores. As a result, the adsorbed
molecules produce pressure on the micropore walls.
Note that the pressure in this model is applied to the
micropore walls not as a result of an increase in the
water vapor pressure in the cell with the sample but as
a result of filling the micropores with the adsorbed
water molecules. Due to the magnetoelastic interaction,
the resulting microstresses produce magnetic microde-
fects. The suggested model of formation of surface
magnetic microdefects is illustrated in Fig. 3. The
enhanced surface magnetoelastic energy caused by the
symmetry lowering in the surroundings of the surface
atoms, compared to the atoms in the bulk of a magnet,
is favorable to the formation of surface magnetic micro-
defects. The characteristic sizes of the micropores
involved in the formation of the magnetic microdefects
are determined by merging of the water clusters
adsorbed on the micropore walls; i.e., these sizes are of
the order of six layers of water molecules. Since the
effective widths of the DWs studied in this work are
several orders of magnitude larger than the characteris-
tic sizes of the indicated microdefects, the damping of
the DW motion is caused by the fluctuations of the

Fig. 3. Model of the formation of a magnetic microdefect at
the rough surface of an amorphous magnetic tape. The
microdefect is formed due to the pressure exerted by the
adsorbed water molecules on the micropore walls at high
concentrations of admolecules: d are the iron atoms; d are
the OH groups; s are the coordinatively sorbed water mol-
ecules; and  are the hydrogen-bonded water molecules.ss
microdefect density. The adsorption of O2 and N2 mol-
ecules and Ar atoms on a real surface, whose active
centers all are already occupied by the chemisorbed
molecules, proceeds at room temperature only through
the formation of weak van der Waals bonds. In this
case, only a small amount of molecules are adsorbed
(less than one monolayer [7]), so that the surface is not
deformed appreciably. For this reason, the above mech-
anism of formation of the magnetic defects in
micropores is not operative in this case.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the observa-
tion of the damping effect exerted by physisorbed water
molecules on the DW in the near-surface region of
amorphous ferromagnets is quite unexpected, because
adsorption-induced defects, at first sight, should not
reveal themselves on the background of the defects of a
wide range of sizes that are invariably present at the
developed surfaces of amorphous ferromagnets. Since
the strong influence of surface defects on DW motion is
well known, it is even more unexpected that the damp-
ing parameter (effective viscous friction of DW) may
increase by several times under the action of the revers-
ible adsorption of water molecules.

We are grateful to V.S. Tsepelev for the samples of
amorphous ferromagnets. This work was supported by
the grant of the Ministry of Education of the Russian
Federation (the St. Petersburg Competitive Center) and
the Russian Foundation for Basic Research (project
no. 99-02-16595).
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Studying GaAs/AlAs superlattices containing a quantum-well-wire array revealed photoluminescence polar-
ization anisotropy for samples with GaAs layers less than 21 Å thick. It was found that polarization for a thick-
ness of more than 40 Å was mainly due to valence band anisotropy, whereas polarization for a thickness of less
than 21 Å was equally attributable to both valence band anisotropy and anisotropy associated with interface cor-
rugation. For a GaAs layer thickness of less than 21 Å, a blueshift of the Γ electron–Γ heavy hole transition was
observed. In this transition, the position of the peak of photoluminescence from the GaAs/AlAs (311)A super-
lattices containing a quantum-well-wire array is shifted toward higher energies compared to the (311)B and
(100) superlattices containing no quantum-well wire with the same GaAs layer thickness. The conclusion was
made that a blueshift is observed in GaAs/AlAs superlattices with GaAs layers less than 21 Å thick and a red-
shift is observed when the thickness is larger than 43 Å. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 78.55.Cr
Under some conditions, a faceted (311)A GaAs sur-
face undergoes reconstruction to a periodic array of

microfacets (microgrooves) aligned with the [ 33]
crystallographic direction with a period of 32 Å along

the [01 ] direction [1–6]. Heteroepitaxy using this
property is one of the promising methods for forming
quantum-well wires (QWWs). The height of the micro-
grooves is 10.2 Å in one of the models [1–4] and 3.4 Å
in another one [5, 6]. A superlattice (SL) containing an
array of QWWs (QWWSL) with a diameter of less than
20 Å and, hence, with a strong effect of dimensional
quantization of charge carriers, can be obtained by this
strategy. This offers scope for both studying quantum
phenomena at room temperature and creating
QWWSL-based devices working at high temperatures.
At present, many problems remain unclear in creating
and studying such complicated structures. Note, for
example, the statement that the (311)A surface was not
split into an array of microgrooves [7]. With the aim of
gaining an understanding of these problems, this work
reports a study of the polarization anisotropy of photo-
luminescence (PL) from GaAs/AlAs (311)A QWWSL
due to its structural anisotropy.

The GaAs/AlAs SLs under study were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on (311)A-, (311)B-, and
(100)-oriented GaAs substrates. The A and B directions
were determined by chemical etching anisotropy.
Depending on the average thickness of GaAs, either

2

1

0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20205
corrugated GaAs and AlAs layers or a periodic array of
isolated QWWs (when the average thickness of the
GaAs layers was smaller than the height of microfac-
ets) was formed in the case when the growth proceeded
according to the model described in [1]. The thickness
of GaAs layers in the SLs under study was varied from
4 to 23 monolayers (ML) along the (311) direction
(1 ML = 0.17 nm); and the thickness of the AlAs barrier
was 8, 12, and 16 ML. All the samples were examined
by PL spectroscopy over a wide temperature range
from 77 to 300 K. The source of PL excitation was an
Ar laser (488 nm) with a typical pumping power of 10–
20 mW (the power density was 5–10 W/cm2). The PL
spectra were measured using a double monochromator
SDL-1 at a resolution of 0.5 nm and a photomultiplier
with an S-20 cathode. Subsequently, we will mainly
consider the properties of (311)A GaAs10/AlAs8 SLs.
Note that the other samples under study demonstrated
similar behavior. Typical PL spectra at 300 K from a
GaAs10/AlAs8 SL grown on a faceted (311)A surface
and containing a QWW array are shown in Fig. 1 for
differing polarizations of the PL-exciting light and the
light emitted by the sample. The PL-exciting light was
polarized along the GaAs QWWs, and the polarization
of the light emitted by the sample was analyzed in two
geometries: along (solid line, S-component) and across
(dashed line, P-component) the QWWs. As expected,
strong polarization anisotropy was observed in the PL
spectra. The degrees of polarization (S – P)/(S + P) for
000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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the low-energy (1.69 eV) and high-energy peaks were
0.8 and 0.22, respectively. We classified the peak at
1.84 eV as direct electron recombination (we designate
it as type-I) between GaAs Γ electrons and GaAs Γ
heavy holes (1ehh transition). The peak at 1.69 eV was
determined as indirect electron recombination (type-II)
between AlAs X electrons and GaAs Γ heavy holes.
The energies of Γ–Γ and X–Γ optical transitions calcu-
lated by the effective mass method using the data from
[8] for both the GaAs10/AlAs8 QWWSL and the other
QWWSLs under study differing in layer thickness are
in good agreement with the experimental data obtained.

The PL polarization anisotropy at 77 K is shown in
Fig. 2. At this temperature, the intensity of the indirect
peak (1.73 eV) is approximately 25 times higher than in
the case of direct recombination (1.88 eV). The PL
polarization anisotropy observed for the GaAs/AlAs
QWWSLs correlates with the data of [9]. In this work,
anisotropy of phonon properties was found for the same
SLs, and this anisotropy was also caused by the struc-
tural anisotropy of the (311)A QWWSL. PL polarization
anisotropy is exhibited over the entire range of measured
temperatures from 77 to 300 K. Note that an increase in
temperature leads to an increase in the intensity of direct
PL and, conversely, to a decrease in the intensity of PL
associated with indirect recombination (see Figs. 1, 2).
This behavior agrees well with the following relation-
ship between the direct and indirect transition intensities
[10]: I(direct)/I(indirect) ~ exp(–EI–II/kT), where EI–II ~
150 meV is the energy difference between the Γ and X
states and k is the Boltzmann constant.

Consider the interface corrugation effect on the PL
polarization anisotropy. The data on the optical anisot-

Fig. 1. Photoluminescence spectra at 300 K from a
GaAs10/AlAs8 superlattice grown on a faceted (311)A sur-
face and containing a quantum-well-wire array. The photo-
luminescence-exciting light was polarized along, and the
light emitted by the sample was polarized both along (solid
line, S-component) and across (dashed line, P-component)
the GaAs quantum-well wires.
ropy of 1ehh transitions in (311)-oriented two-dimen-
sional GaAs/AlAs structures calculated in [11] are
given in Fig. 3.1 This figure also presents the experi-
mental points from the same work, our experimental
data, and the calculated data from [8]. It is evident in
Fig. 3 that the optical anisotropy of (311)-oriented two-
dimensional GaAs/AlAs structures with a GaAs layer
thickness larger than 35 Å is mainly explained by the
valence band anisotropy. This is evidenced by agree-
ment of the calculated data (solid line) with the experi-
mental points (Fig. 3, black squares) obtained in [11]
and with our experimental data (Fig. 3, the light square
at a thickness of 40 Å). Interface corrugation leads to
relatively small additional anisotropy at a GaAs layer
thickness of 35 Å. The corrugation effect at a thickness
of less than 35 Å has not been observed up to now. For
this purpose, we investigated structures with narrower
quantum wells: the GaAs thickness was 21, 17, and
10 Å. The experimental data obtained for these struc-
tures are also presented in Fig. 3 (light squares at 21,
17, and 10 Å). It is evident that the polarization anisot-
ropy at a thickness of less than 35 Å increases with
decreasing GaAs layer thickness and is explained
equally by both valence band anisotropy and interface
corrugation. From the above discussion, it follows that
the nature of polarization at a thickness of more than
40 Å is mainly explained by valence band anisotropy,
whereas, at a thickness of less than 21 Å, it is explained
equally by both valence band anisotropy and anisotropy

1 The calculation was performed by taking into account the spin–
orbit splitting of the Γ7 band, and the inclusion of this interaction
explained the growth of anisotropy for dGaAs ≥ 40 Å observed
experimentally.

Fig. 2. Photoluminescence spectra at 77 K from a
GaAs10/AlAs8 superlattice grown on a faceted (311)A sur-
face and containing a quantum-well-wire array for variously
polarized light emitted by the sample.

Wavelength (Å)
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associated with interface corrugation. The effect of the
latter increases with decreasing GaAs layer thickness.
Moreover, the PL intensity in (311)A structures, in
which high-resolution electron microscopy revealed
either corrugated GaAs layers or a periodic QWW
array, was an order of magnitude higher and the PL
maximum was shifted towards shorter wavelengths
than in structures without corrugation.2 Similar results
were obtained for structures grown on different sub-
strates.

The PL spectra from GaAs10/AlAs8 SLs grown on
faceted (311)A and flat (311)B and (100) surfaces are
shown in Fig. 4. Efficient PL at room temperature was
observed for a GaAs/AlAs SL grown on a faceted
(311)A surface and containing a QWW array. Its effi-
ciency in the case of the (311)A SL was 25–50 times
higher than in the case of (311)B and (100). In both
cases, the differences were related to the formation of
GaAs QWWs or corrugation. The additional dimen-
sional quantization that resulted in this case led to a
shift of the PL maximum. The lateral localization of
electrons in QWWSLs (electrons in a QWWSL can
move only along the QWWs) reduces the nonradiative
interface recombination [3], and the high PL intensity
at 300 K is the result of this effect. Moreover, we found
a so-called blueshift of the Γ electron–Γ heavy hole
transition, when the PL peak position for the
GaAs/AlAs (311)A QWWSL was shifted towards
higher energies compared to the (311)B and (100) SLs
with the same thickness of GaAs layers. With regard to
the data reported in [1, 2], where a redshift was
observed for (311)A SLs with a GaAs layer thickness

2 The quality of the samples to be studied was monitored by x-ray
diffraction analysis and was comparable.

Fig. 3. Data calculated in [11] for the optical anisotropy of
(311)-oriented two-dimensional GaAs/AlAs structures
(solid line), experimental points from the same work (black
squares), our experimental data (light squares), and data cal-
culated in [8] (black circles).
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of more than 43 Å (the PL peak position for (311)A
QWWSLs was shifted towards lower energies), the
conclusion can be made that GaAs/AlAs SLs should
respectively exhibit a blueshift or a redshift when the
GaAs layer thickness is smaller than 21 Å or larger than
43 Å. Note that the blueshift was observed for the first
time, and its magnitude increases from 60 meV for
21 Å thick samples to 170 meV for samples with a
GaAs layer thickness of 10 Å. This fact reflects the
enhancement of the corrugation effect with decreasing
GaAs layer thickness and correlates with the calcula-
tion made by Kiselev and Rössler [12], where it was
shown that the lowest electron state in corrugated GaAs
structures is higher than in flat GaAs/AlAs SLs with the
same effective thickness of GaAs layers.

Thus, we investigated the properties of PL from
GaAs/AlAs QWWSLs. The phenomenon of PL polar-
ization anisotropy was observed for samples with a less
than 21 Å GaAs layer thickness. The QWWSLs with an
average GaAs layer thickness of less than 10 Å exhib-
ited considerably lower anisotropy. The polarization
anisotropy was entirely absent in the (100)-oriented
SLs. As distinct from [2], where the properties of PL
from corrugated GaAs/AlAs SLs with a GaAs layer
thickness varying over the range from 43 to 66 Å and
where efficient PL was observed for the emitted light
polarized across the quantum wires, the efficient PL in
this work was observed in the PL spectra from
GaAs/AlAs QWWSLs with a GaAs layer thickness of
less than 21 Å for the emitted light polarized along the
quantum wires. It was found that the nature of polariza-
tion anisotropy differs for differing thicknesses of the
GaAs layer. In the case of a (311)A SL of 40–66 Å
thickness, the nature of polarization is explained
mainly by valence band anisotropy, whereas it is

Fig. 4. Photoluminescence spectra at room temperature
from GaAs10/AlAs8 superlattices grown on a faceted
(311)A and flat (311)B and (100) surfaces with the same
thickness of GaAs layers. The spectra were recorded with-
out an analyzer.
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explained equally by both valence band anisotropy and
anisotropy associated with interface corrugation in the
case of a QWWSL less than 21 Å thick. The phenome-
non of PL polarization anisotropy is exhibited over a
wide range of temperatures from 77 to 300 K. For a
GaAs layer thickness of less than 21 Å, a blueshift of
the Γ electron–Γ heavy hole transition (1ehh transition)
was observed. That is, the position of the peak of pho-
toluminescence from the GaAs/AlAs (311)A QWWSL
was shifted towards higher energies compared to the
(311)B and (100) SLs with the same thickness of GaAs
layers. Based on systematization of the experimental
data, we made the conclusion that a blueshift should be
observed in GaAs/AlAs superlattices with a GaAs layer
thickness of less than 21 Å and a redshift should be
observed for a thickness of more than 43 Å. The differ-
ences found in PL from SLs grown on (100), (311)B,
and faceted (311)A surfaces confirm the formation of
GaAs quantum wires in the case of GaAs/AlAs hete-
roepitaxy on a faceted surface. This fact, even taken
alone, rules out the statement made in [7] that the
(311)A surface is not split into an array of micro-
grooves.

The studies outlined above are important for manu-
facturing QWWSL-based optoelectronic devices
(lasers, light-emitting diodes, etc.) working over a wide
temperature range.

The authors are grateful to V.A. Volodin, M.D. Efre-
mov, V.V. Preobrazhenskiœ, and B.R. Semyagin (Insti-
tute of Semiconductor Physics, Siberian Division, Rus-
sian Academy of Sciences) for help in PL measure-
ments and for manufacturing the structures.
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Magnetotransport properties of ballistic ring interferometers made on the basis of 2D electron gas in a GaAs
quantum well with AlAs/GaAs superlattice barriers are studied. An asymmetry of magnetoresistance and a
phase reversal in h/e oscillations are observed when the bias voltage across the ring exceeds kT/e. © 2000 MAIK
“Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 73.50.Jt; 75.70.Cn; 07.60.Ly
By now, ring interferometers have become conven-
tional model objects for studying the processes of
coherent charge carrier transfer in solid-state structures
[1, 2]. One of the important physical characteristics that
determine the transport regime in such interferometers
is the ratio lp/πreff, where lp is the momentum-related
mean free path of charge carriers and reff is the effective
ring radius corresponding to the period of h/e oscilla-
tions. In the first interferometers fabricated on the basis
of metal films, this ratio was much less than unity,
lp/πreff ! 1, which corresponded to a diffusive regime
of charge carrier transfer in a ring [3–5]. The small
value of lp in metal films does not allow one to go
beyond the diffusive regime in ring interferometers fab-
ricated on their basis. This barrier was overcome with
the progress in molecular beam epitaxy, which made it
possible to grow GaAs/AlGaAs semiconductor hetero-
junctions with high-mobility 2D electron gas (2DE
gas). On the basis of 2DE gas in GaAs/AlGaAs hetero-
junctions, ballistic rings with a transport regime satis-
fying the condition lp/πreff > 1 were fabricated and stud-
ied [6–9].

At present, coherent transport in ballistic interfer-
ometers are being studied for T < 0.3 K and for bias
voltages across the ring no greater than kT/e. This is
related to the fact that the maximum temperature at
which interference processes occur in the ring is deter-
mined by the value of reff. To increase this temperature
and to carry out experimental studies of the coherent
properties of ballistic interferometers at bias voltages
exceeding kT/e, it is necessary to reduce the dimensions
of the ring. However, the fabrication of ballistic inter-
ferometers of small dimensions on the basis of conven-
tional GaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions encounters some
difficulties related to the contradictory requirements
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 0209
that are imposed on the equilibrium parameters of 2DE
gas in the original structure. On the one hand, to reduce
reff, it is necessary that the 2DE gas have the maximum
concentration, because the main factor that limits reff in
semiconductor rings is not the resolution of the electron
beam lithography, as in the case of metallic rings, but
the presence of depletion regions comparable with the
lithographic width of the ring. In this situation, the min-
imum possible reff is equal to the depletion region
width, which is less, the higher the concentration of
2DE gas. On the other hand, in GaAs/AlGaAs and
InGaAs/AlGaAs heterojunctions with high 2DE gas con-
centrations, the scattering potential of the dopant causes
a decrease in lp and does not allow one to use these struc-
tures for the fabrication of ballistic rings [10, 11].

We believe that the optimal structure for the fabrica-
tion of small-size ballistic rings is the modulated semi-
conductor structure proposed in recent publications
[12, 13]. In such a structure, the 2DE gas is confined in
a GaAs quantum well whose barriers are formed by
short-period AlAs/GaAs superlattices. The X-electrons
that occur in the superlattice barriers smooth out the
fluctuation potential of the dopant, which allows one,
without loss of mobility, to considerably increase the
concentration of 2DE gas in the GaAs quantum well,
compared to the conventional GaAs/AlGaAs hetero-
junctions. In this paper, we report on the studies of the
transport properties of submicron rings fabricated for
the first time on the basis of such a modulated structure.

The original semiconductor structure was grown by
molecular beam epitaxy on a (001) GaAs semi-insulat-
ing substrate. The quantum well was formed by a GaAs
layer 10 nm thick. The barriers of the well were formed
by (AlAs)4(GaAs)8 short-period superlattices lying on
two sides of the GaAs layer. The sources of charge car-
2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”
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Fig. 1. (a) Typical experimental dependences R24(+B) and R24(–B) at T = 4.2 K. The inset shows the schematic diagram of a ballistic

ring interferometer with a split gate. (b) Dependences of R24 on magnetic field with the subtracted monotonic component; I15 = 10−9

(thin line) and 10–6 A (thick line).
riers for the quantum well were two Si δ-layers with a
concentration of 2.5 × 1012 cm–2. These layers were
positioned in the GaAs layers of the short-period super-
lattices at distances of 12.8 and 8.8 nm from the walls
of the quantum well. The greater distance corresponded
to the lower Si δ-layer, which was made in view of sil-
icon segregation. At T = 4.2 K, the equilibrium param-
eters of a 2DE gas confined in the quantum well were
as follows: the concentration ns = 1.8 × 1012 cm–2, the
mobility µ = 3.5 × 105 cm2/V s, and the corresponding
mean free path for the momentum lp = 5.5 µm.

The schematic diagram of a ring interferometer is
shown in the inset in Fig. 1a. The samples used in the
experiment were Hall bars 50 µm wide. The samples
had a single pair of current leads (1 and 5) and three
pairs of Hall leads (2 and 8, 3 and 7, and 4 and 6) spaced
at 100-µm intervals. The ring was positioned between
the central Hall leads (3 and 7), which were used as
contacts for the split gate. The Hall bars were fabricated
by optical lithography with wet chemical etching, and
the rings were formed by electron beam lithography
and dry etching.

The experiments were carried out at a temperature
of 4.2 K in magnetic fields up to 2 T. The magnetoresis-
tance of the interferometers was determined by the for-
mula R24 = V24/I15, where V24 is the voltage between
contacts 2 and 4, and I15 is the current between contacts
1 and 5. The currents used in the experiment varied
from 10–9 to 10–6 A. The voltage V24 was measured by
a phase-sensitive amplifier at the frequency of the alter-
nating bias current I15, which was equal to 777 Hz. The
microwave emf was measured across the bias ohmic
contacts 1 and 5 and recorded at the frequency of the
amplitude modulation of the microwave radiation,
which was supplied to the sample under study through
a coaxial cable. Below, we present the results of the
experimental study of the transport properties of an
interferometer with reff = 0.15 µm. Qualitatively similar
behavior was observed for a ring with reff = 0.20 µm.
Figure 1a shows the dependences R24(+B) and
R24(−B) for the conditions corresponding to V24 ! kT/e
(thin line) and V24 @ kT/e (thick line). In the first case,
the magnetoresistance curves obtained for different
signs of the magnetic field coincide within the experi-
mental error. In these conditions at T = 4.2 K, the mag-
netoresistance exhibits pronounced h/e oscillations
(Fig. 1b) corresponding to single-quantum steps in the
magnetic flux through a circle with the effective radius
reff = 0.15 µm (as far as we know, this is the least value
of reff yet achieved for ballistic rings). In the second
case, i.e., when V24 @ kT/e, the h/e oscillations disap-
pear, and, in higher magnetic fields (B > 1 T), only
Shubnikov–de Haas (SdH) oscillations are observed
(see Fig. 1b). The SdH oscillations are also present in
the dependences R24(B) for small bias currents, but, at
T = 4.2 K in magnetic fields B < 2 T, they are difficult
to observe against the dominant h/e oscillations. Fou-
rier analysis of the dependences R24(1/B) showed that,
in contrast to h/e oscillations, the amplitude of SdH
oscillations is retained in the entire range of bias cur-
rents I15 used in the experiment. The period of these
oscillations was found to correspond to the concentra-
tion calculated from the dependence V28(B), and their
amplitude coincided with that of SdH oscillations for
the original Hall bar without a ring.

The experimental results allow us to conclude that
the “coexistence” of two types of oscillations in a bal-
listic interferometer in the conditions V24 ! kT/e is
caused by the series connection of the ring resistance
and that of 2DE gas regions located between the ring
and the ohmic contacts 2 and 4. In this case, the disap-
pearance of the h/e oscillations observed for high volt-
ages (V24 @ kT/e) is related to heating of the electron
gas in the ring. The independence of the amplitude of
SdH oscillations of the voltage V24 in the entire range of
currents under study testifies to fairly weak heating in
the 2DE gas regions. Such behavior is consistent with
the fact that, for the interval of the currents I15 used in
the experiment, the voltage drop across the 2DE gas
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
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Fig. 2. Experimental dependences R24(B) and the dependences with the subtracted monotonic component at T = 4.2 K for

R24(0) ~ h/2e2: I15 = (a) 10–9 and (b) 10–7 A.

Fig. 3. (a) Dependences of the microwave emf on magnetic field at T = 4.2 K for a microwave radiation frequency of 2 GHz: the
experimental curve (thin line) and the antisymmetric component (thick line). (b) Experimental dependences R24(B) at T = 4.2 K;

I15 = 10–9 (thin line) and 10–7 A (thick line).

–

regions located between the ring and the contacts 2 and
4 was always much less than kT/e, because the resis-
tance of these regions was two orders of magnitude less
than the resistance of the ring; hence, the major part of
the voltage drop V24 occurred across the latter resis-
tance.

An unexpected result was the difference between
the dependences R24(+B) and R24(–B) observed in the
case V24 @ kT/e in high magnetic fields (the thick line
in Fig. 1a), because, according to the Onsager relations,
such an asymmetry should not occur in a mesoscopic
system without magnetic impurities [4]. With an
increase in the bias current, the Aharonov–Bohm oscil-
lations also become asymmetric about zero magnetic
field. This can be seen from Fig. 2, which shows the
dependences R24(B) for two different values of the cur-
rent I15 and for an interferometer state close to single-
mode. When V24 ! kT/e, the dependences exhibit beats
of h/e oscillations, which are typical of single-mode
rings [9, 14], and a symmetry about zero magnetic
field. At I15 = 10–9 A, this symmetry was retained for all
other states of the interferometer. However, in the case
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
V24 > kT/e, the beats disappear and the h/e oscillations
become asymmetric about zero magnetic field.

Let us discuss the experimental results. The funda-
mental difference between the transport properties of
rings in the diffusive and ballistic regimes of charge
carrier transfer consists in the fact that, in the first case,
the transport properties are determined by the type of
random scattering potential [15] and, in the second
case, by the profile of the confining potential that forms
the geometry of the conducting regions of the ring
[14, 16]. One of the consequences of the inequality
lp/πreff > 1 is that, in a ballistic interferometer, the trans-
port processes will depend not only on the ring geome-
try, but also on the geometry of the 2DE gas regions
located at a distance of the order of (lp – πreff)/2 from
the ring input and output. For the ring under study, this
distance is 2.5 µm, which is much greater than πreff =
0.5 µm. This fact does not allow one to neglect the
influence of the 2DE gas regions contacting the ring on
charge carrier transfer in a ballistic interferometer. The
central symmetry of both the ring and these regions can
be violated because of the imperfection of the technol-
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ogy used for the fabrication of ballistic microstructures
[1]; in nonequilibrium conditions, such a symmetry
violation should give rise to nonlinear effects [17–20].

This point of view is supported by the measure-
ments of the microwave emf in the ring. The results of
these measurements are presented in Fig. 3a. The stud-
ies were performed at T = 4.2 K, at a microwave radia-
tion frequency of 2 GHz. In these conditions, when the
energy of a microwave radiation quantum is much less
than kT, the measured emf is a result of the effect of rec-
tification caused by violation of the central symmetry
in the mesoscopic system [18, 19]. From Fig. 3a, one
can see that, in a ballistic interferometer, the effect of
rectification contains both symmetric and antisymmet-
ric components with respect to zero magnetic field.
These components are observed in strong magnetic
fields, and they are absent in mesoscopic systems with
diffusive charge carrier transfer [19]. The presence of
these components allows one to conclude that the
asymmetry of the magnetoresistance of a ballistic inter-
ferometer, R24 = V24/I15, in the conditions V24 > kT/e is
caused by the contribution of a nonlinear correction
that depends on the sign of the magnetic field to the
measured voltage V24. A nonlinear correction that is
symmetric about zero magnetic field also manifests
itself in the dependences R24(B). As seen from Fig. 3b,
this correction gives rise to a reversal of the phase of h/e
oscillations with increasing bias current I15.

Thus, we studied the magnetotransport properties of
ballistic ring interferometers made on the basis of a
2DE gas in a GaAs quantum well; the studies were per-
formed in a wide range of bias currents at T = 4.2 K.
The experiments showed that, when the voltage across
the ring exceeds the quantity kT/e, an asymmetry of the
magnetoresistance is observed and a phase reversal
occurs in the Aharonov–Bohm oscillations. The effect
of rectification was also observed in a ballistic ring
interferometer; this effect depends on the sign of the
magnetic field and is caused by the asymmetry of the
scattering of nonequilibrium charge carriers by the con-
fining potential of the microstructure. It was shown
that, owing to the high concentration and mobility of
the 2DE gas confined in GaAs quantum wells with
AlAs/GaAs short-period superlattice barriers, such a
modulated semiconductor structure is promising for the
fabrication of ballistic microstructures with submicron
dimensions.
This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research (project no. 98-02-17921) and the
international program in science and technology
“Physics and Technology of Nanostructures” (project
no. 99-1132).
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Microwave spin-wave envelope dark solitons were experimentally observed for the first time. Dark solitons
with zero minimum amplitude were generated by two-frequency excitation of input spin waves with a fixed
amplitude. Nonlinear interaction between these two traveling waves gave rise to periodic sequences of dark
solitons in a ferromagnetic film. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds; 75.70.-i
It is known that two types of envelope solitons—
bright and dark—can propagate in nonlinear dispersive
waveguide media (see, e.g., [1]). The great majority of
experimental works have been devoted to studying
bright solitons. Optical solitons in optical fibers [2] and
spin-wave solitons in ferromagnetic films (see, e.g., [3–
6] and references therein) have been most thoroughly
studied. At the same time, the generation and propaga-
tion of dark solitons, both optical (detailed information
can be found in recent review [7]) and spin-wave (only
one publication [8] is known to us), have not been ade-
quately studied.

In the first experimental work [4] devoted to study-
ing spin- wave dark solitons, the envelopes of the spin-
wave signals were found to exhibit two characteristic
minima at the “bottom” of dark pulses. In a recent the-
oretical work [9], this phenomenon was explained by
the excitation of soliton pairs. In the second experimen-
tal work [6], the spin-wave pulses were self-generated
in the form of pairs of dark solitons.

The purpose of this work was to experimentally
investigate the possibility of exciting sequences of sin-
gle dark solitons. To generate envelope dark solitons,
one usually feeds dark rectangular pulses into the input
of a nonlinear dispersive waveguide medium. In this
work, wave profiles shaped like single envelope soli-
tons with zero minimum amplitude (the so-called black
solitons) were formed by a different method, namely,
by using two-frequency input excitation. Two continu-
ous microwave signals with equal amplitudes and dif-
ferent (close) frequencies f1 and f2 were fed into the
input of a ferromagnetic film.

The basic idea of the method was that, even in the
linear regime, two such continuous input signals would
give rise to periodic spin-wave beats with period T =
1/∆f (∆f = |f1 – f2|) in the ferromagnetic film. In this
0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20213
case, the phase of a signal at the central “carrier” fre-
quency (f1 + f2)/2 would undergo 180° jumps at the beat
zero-amplitude points. Such phase jumps of the carrier
signal are known to be one of the main characteristics
of a topological (black) envelope soliton [1, 2]. We con-
jectured that the nonlinear evolution of spin-wave beats
might give rise to a periodic sequence of single black
solitons. This assumption was justified in our expe-
riments.

Previous experiments with spin-wave bright and
dark solitons were successfully explained on the basis
of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NSE). That is
why this approach was used as a heuristic model in con-
ducting the experiment described below. According to
the NSE model

(1)

envelope dark solitons can arise in waveguide media if
the dispersion and nonlinear coefficients for the carrier
frequency have identical signs. This requirement is sat-
isfied by a quasi-surface spin wave propagating in tan-
gentially magnetized ferromagnetic films. In a single-
crystal yttrium-iron garnet (YIG) film with free surface
spins, such a wave is characterized by a monotonic dis-
persion ω(k) in the long-wavelength region of the spec-
trum [10]. The corresponding dispersion D = ∂2ω/∂k2

and nonlinear N = ∂ω/∂|u|2 coefficients are negative.

Samples used in the experiments were narrow 2-mm
thick YIG strips (spin-wave “waveguides”). The
waveguides were cut from single-crystal YIG films of
thickness L equal to 5.2, 6.9, 7.2, and 13.9 µm grown
on (111)-orientated gadolinium-gallium garnet sub-
strates. Spin waves were excited and picked up using a
standard setup [3, 4] containing shorted input and out-
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put microstrip antennas of width 50 µm and length
equal to the film waveguide width. The separation
between the antennas, photolitographically formed on
movable ceramic substrates, could be varied.

Fig. 1. Microwave signal envelope at the output of the setup
(left) and the corresponding frequency spectra (right) for the
input signals of different powers P1 and P2: (a) P1 = –3 dB m
and P2 = –1 dB m; (b) P1 = 7 dB m and P2 = 9 dB m; and
(c) P1 = 11 dB m and P2 = 13 dB m. The thickness of the
yttrium-iron garnet film is 6.9 µm; the static magnetic field
is 1034 Oe; and the frequencies of input signals are f1 =
4990 MHz and f2 = 5018 MHz.

Fig. 2. Dark soliton duration as a function of detuning ∆f =
f1 – f2 between the input frequencies. The thickness of the
yttrium-iron garnet film is 13.9 µm, and the powers of input
signals are P1 = P2 = 20 dB m. The frequency of one of the
input signals was maintained constant at f1 = 4990 MHz.
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The experiments may be conventionally separated
into two steps. At the first step, the amplitude-fre-
quency characteristics and the dispersive properties of
the samples were examined. The traveling spin waves
were excited in the linear regime. At the second step,
the nonlinear effects arising upon the excitation of two
intense spin waves in the film were studied. The carrier
frequencies of these input waves were chosen in such a
way that they, and all the nonlinearly generated spin-
wave harmonics, lie in the range of the spin-wave spec-
trum determined for a particular experimental sample
at the first step.

The measurements carried out for all YIG film sam-
ples at different input frequencies f1 and f2 and the same
power P1 = P2 showed that, as the input power
increased, the spin-wave propagation regime changed
from linear to nonlinear. In the nonlinear propagation
regime, the formation of a steady periodic sequence of
spin-wave pulses with profiles u(t) corresponding to the
envelope dark solitons was observed.

The typical experimental results are illustrated in
Fig. 1. In these experiments, the microwave signal
envelopes and the respective frequency spectra were
simultaneously measured at the film output. The data
shown in Fig. 1 were obtained for a sample of thickness
L = 6.9 µm in a static magnetic field of 1034 Oe. The
lower edge of the spectrum of quasi-surface spin waves
measured for this field was 4860 MHz. The input fre-
quencies were chosen to be f1 = 4990 MHz and f2 =
5018 MHz. The wave number calculated for the mean
frequency (f1 + f2)/2 was 191 rad/cm. As the power of
the input signals increased, the minima in the spin-
wave signal envelope sharpened and its frequency spec-
trum was enriched. The development of a nonlinear
interference of input waves resulted in the formation of
a periodic sequence of pulses shaped like black solitons
(Fig. 1c).

The aforementioned gradual enrichment of the fre-
quency spectrum of the soliton sequence proceeded by
a four-wave mechanism. The spacing between the
neighboring nonlinearly generated harmonics was
equal to the ∆f value. At the same time, the experiments
showed that, after the microwave power exceeded a
certain level depending on the film thickness, the peri-
odic sequence of solitons was destroyed. This destruc-
tion was of both nonlinear and thermal character. The
nonlinear and thermal mechanisms of destruction of the
soliton sequence require special study.

It was found that, for all film thicknesses used and at
a fixed input power chosen slightly below the “destruc-
tion threshold” of a periodic soliton sequence, the
shape and duration τs of a single soliton remain virtu-
ally unchanged upon changing the detuning between
the input frequencies f1 and f2 in a certain range (of one
of them or both simultaneously). The soliton duration
as a function of detuning ∆f is shown in Fig. 2 for a film
of thickness L = 13.9 µm. The frequency f1 was main-
tained constant and equal to 4990 MHz. It should be
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
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emphasized that similar curves demonstrating insensi-
tivity of the soliton shape and duration to ∆f were
obtained for all films studied. For instance, it is seen in
Fig. 2 that the soliton duration remains virtually con-
stant upon changing ∆f from 20 to 40 MHz at L =
13.9 µm. To illustrate this phenomenon more pictori-
ally, Fig. 3 demonstrates the envelopes of the generated
periodic soliton sequences and frequency spectra mea-
sured close to the τs constancy range boundaries, i.e., at
∆fmin = 24 MHz (Fig. 3a) and ∆fmax = 40 MHz (Fig. 3b).
It is noteworthy that, when varying ∆f from fmin to fmax,
the soliton shape and duration are virtually independent
of the number of nonlinearly generated harmonics aris-
ing in the frequency band of a single soliton. As the
detuning between the input frequencies falls outside of
the indicated ∆fmin or ∆fmax value, the soliton shape and
duration begin to depend on ∆f.

To verify that the pulse shapes in the observed
sequence are governed by the four-wave mechanism of
spin-wave self-action [11] and, hence, that we are
indeed dealing with a soliton sequence, numerical sim-
ulation was carried out. The simulation was based on
the theoretical relationships obtained in [12]. These
relationships describe the motion of the spatial Fourier
components of the envelope of varying magnetization.
They were deduced based on the Landau–Lifshitz
equation of motion of the magnetic moment and the
equations of magnetostatics. The resulting system of
nonlinear inhomogeneous first-order differential equa-
tions accounts for the excitation of the magnetization
waves in ferromagnetic films by a microstrip antenna,
the evolution of the wave envelope, and the formation
of a sequence of nonlinear pulses. Depending on the
chosen parameters, this system allows the propagation
of the dark and bright solitons to be numerically ana-
lyzed.

As distinct from the NSE model (1), this approach
allows for the specific features of the real spin-wave
spectrum in ferromagnetic films, as well as of the exci-
tation and reception of the magnetization waves by
microstrip antennas. The latter is particularly impor-
tant. This approach allows one to avoid the calculation
of the spin-wave amplitudes (which is necessary in the
NSE approach) and makes it possible to deal directly
with the experimentally measured quantities, namely,
the input and output microwave powers.

The envelope profile calculated for the microwave
signal at the output of the experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 4. The experimentally measured profile is shown
in the same figure by the dashed line. The calculation
was carried out for the following experimental condi-
tions: film thickness L = 13.9 µm; saturation magneti-
zation 1750 G; magnetic loss parameter ∆H = 0.5 Oe;
static magnetic field 1090 Oe (the corresponding lower
bound for the excitation of quasi-surface spin waves is
4930 MHz); input frequencies f1 = 4995 MHz and
f2 = 5036 MHz; length and width of the input and out-
put microstrip transducers 2 mm and 50 µm, respec-
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
tively; and the distance between them, 6.5 mm. The
microwave power at the input of the setup was taken as
a fitting parameter.

The theoretical curve in Fig 4 is obtained for P1 =
P2 = 12 dB m. The corresponding experimental value is
P1 = P2 = 15 dB m, i.e., 3 dB m larger than in the theory.
The most probable reason why the microwave power
fed into the input of the experimental setup was greater
than its calculated value might be the so-called
“waveguide effect,” as a result of which the excitation
of spin waves propagating in ferromagnetic films of a

Fig. 3. Microwave signal envelope at the output of the setup
(left) and the corresponding frequency spectra (right) for
different detunings ∆f between the input signals: (a) ∆f =
24 MHz; (b) ∆f = 40 MHz; P1 = P2 = 20 dB m; the remain-
ing parameters are as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Comparison of the experimental results with the
results of numerical simulation. The solid line is for the
experiment, and the dashed line is for the calculation. The
computational parameters are the same as in the correspond-
ing experiment: the thickness of the ferromagnetic film L =
13.9 µm; the saturation magnetization is 1750 G; the mag-
netic loss parameter ∆H = 0.5 Oe; the static magnetic field
is 1090 Oe; and the frequencies of input signals are f1 =
4995 MHz and f2 = 5036 MHz. The calculations were car-
ried out for the input powers P1 = P2 = 12 dB m.
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limited width becomes less efficient. To theoretically
describe this effect, one should, strictly speaking, solve
the two-dimensional problem of excitation and propa-
gation of spin-wave packets in a film. However, simple
estimates show that, for the value obtained by averag-
ing the excited magnetization over the sample width in
the presence of the waveguide effect to coincide with
the same value in the case of a uniform distribution of
magnetization, the input microwave power should be
increased approximately twofold [13], which gives the
desired 3 dB m. Therefore, the results of numerical
simulation nicely explain the experiment.

Let us touch briefly on one more numerical result.
The numerical computations suggest that at P1 = P2 the
signal phase undergoes a 180° jump at the zero-ampli-
tude point of each of the generated pulses. The calcula-
tions with different input powers bring about nonlinear
evolution in the gray solitons undergoing phase jump
less than 180°. The resulting modulation depth in the
soliton profile is determined by the P1/P2 ratio. This
phenomenon was also observed in the experiment.

The experimental results and their comparison with
theory will be presented elsewhere in more detail.

This work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research (project no. 99-02-16370), the
Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (grant DFG 436
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Formation of Liquidlike and Crystalline Structures 
in Dusty Plasmas
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Under certain conditions in a dusty plasma, which is a low-temperature plasma with dust grains, the strong
interaction between grains can give rise to gas–liquid–solid-state phase transitions. A study is made of ordered
(liquidlike and crystalline) grain structures in various kinds of dusty plasmas: a thermal plasma at atmospheric
pressure, a plasma of a dc glow discharge, and a UV radiation–driven plasma. The results of experimental
observations of ordered dust structures are reported, and the characteristic features of the dust structures and
the conditions for their appearance are discussed. © 2000 MAIK “Nauka/Interperiodica”.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Zb; 52.80.Hc; 64.70.-p
1. INTRODUCTION

The grains in a dusty plasma can be intrinsically
charged either by electron and ion fluxes or as a result
of photoemission, thermal emission, and secondary
emission of electrons from the grain surface [1, 2]. The
grains that emit electrons acquire a positive electric
charge, in which case the electron density in a dusty
plasma increases. In contrast, the grains that collect
electrons acquire a negative charge, so that the electron
density decreases.

Since the sizes of dust grains are relatively large
(from a few hundredths of a micron to several tens of
microns), the grains may acquire a very large charge Zd

(about ~102–105 elementary charges). As a result, the
mean energy of the Coulomb interaction between

grains, which is proportional to , can be much higher
than the grain thermal energy; this circumstance
reflects the highly nonideal nature of a dusty plasma, in
which the charged grains play the role of multiply
charged heavy ions [3]. Theoretical calculations of the
equilibrium properties of such a plasma show that,
under certain conditions, the strong electrostatic inter-
action between grains and the low energy of the grain
thermal motion give rise to both gas–liquid–solid-state
phase transitions and the formation of ordered spatial
structures analogous to those in liquids or solids. In
these processes, the electron and ion components
behave as ideal gases, as in a Debye plasma. In contrast
to conventional solids and atomic liquids, individual
dust grains are large enough to efficiently scatter light
and to be recorded by a video camera or even to be
observed visually. Crystalline structures formed by
charged grains in dusty plasmas are called Coulomb or
plasma crystals [4].

The interaction between dust grains is traditionally
described by the one-component plasma (OCP) model

Zd
2

0021-3640/00/7204- $20.00 © 20218
or by the model with a screened (Debye) potential
[3, 4], which is also known as the Yukawa model. These
models, which assume a classical quasineutral
unbounded plasma, make it possible to describe phase
transitions by numerically calculating the critical values
of the Coulomb coupling parameter Γ = (Zde)2/ ,

where Tg is the plasma temperature,  = (4πnd/3)–1/3 is
the mean distance between the grains, and nd is the
grain number density.

In the OCP model, the dusty plasma is treated as an
idealized system of ions against the uniform back-
ground of neutralizing dust grains, so that, on the
whole, the plasma is electrically neutral. The interac-
tion between grains is described by the Coulomb poten-
tial U(r), and three-dimensional regular crystalline
structures form when the parameter Γ is above the crit-
ical value Γc = 171. For small Γ values (Γ < 4), the
plasma is in a “gaseous” state [2–4]. In the Yukawa
model, the grain charge is assumed to be screened by
plasma electrons and ions, in which case the interaction
between grains is described by the Debye–Hückel
potential. Taking into account the screening effect,
which is described by the ratio κ = /rD (where rD is the
Debye radius), makes it possible to introduce the
parameter Γs = (Zde)2exp(– /rD)/ kTg = Γ exp(– /rD).
As a result, in the Yukawa model, the plasma thermody-
namics and, accordingly, the conditions for phase tran-
sitions, are described by the two parameters: Γ and κ.
In the limit /rD  0, the Yukawa model passes over
to the OCP model; and, in the limit /rD  ∞, it
passes over to the solid-sphere model.

In early experiments, crystalline structures were
observed in plasmas with iron and aluminum micron-
sized charged grains confined by alternating and static
electric fields. More recently (see, e.g., [5, 6]), results
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have been reported on the Coulomb crystallization of
dust grains in a weakly ionized plasma of low-pressure
RF discharges. In such plasmas, the electron energy is
about several electron volts and the ion energy is close
to the thermal energy of atoms (about 0.03 eV) [7].

In the absence of emission processes, the grains
acquire a negative charge. This effect is attributed to the
fluxes of background electron and ions onto the grain
surface. It is generally assumed that the electron flux
onto the grain surface is absorbed by the grain, while
the incident ions knock the electrons out of the grain
surface and recombine. Since the electrons are much
more mobile than the ions, the electron fluxes are far
more intense than the ion fluxes, so that the grains begin
to be charged negatively, thereby repulsing the elec-
trons and attracting the ions more and more efficiently.
The grains continue to acquire a negative charge until
the electron and ion fluxes onto the grain surface
become equal to one another.

In experiments on RF discharges, the dust grains
acquire a fairly large negative charge (about 104–
105 electron charges), in which case a cloud of dust
grains forms near the solid (electrode) surface with a
negative potential, in the region where the gravitational
and electrostatic forces are in equilibrium. A cloud sev-
eral centimeters in diameter may contain several tens of
horizontal layers of dust grains, the distance between
the grains in the layers being several hundred microns.

In more recent experiments, attempts have been
made to produce three-dimensional extended ordered
structures in the bulk of a quasineutral dusty plasma
(rather than in region near the electrode). The grains
that formed these structures were charged via various
mechanisms, in particular, photoemission and thermal
emission. Thus, liquidlike ordered structures were
observed to appear in a quasineutral thermal plasma
with a temperature of about 1700 K at atmospheric
pressure, and three-dimensional crystalline structures
were produced in the positive column of a dc glow dis-
charge. The formation of ordered structures in a plasma
consisting of dust grains charged by UV radiation was
also studied in microgravity experiments carried out
aboard the Mir space station.

2. ORDERED DUST STRUCTURES
IN A THERMAL PLASMA

Our experiments were carried out with low-tempera-
ture thermal atmospheric-pressure plasma flows in
which the temperatures of the electrons, ions, and neutral
particles were equal to each other and which contained
suspended cerium dioxide (CeO2) grains. The plasma
temperature was varied in the range 1700–2200 K
(atmospheric pressure) [8, 9]. The distinguishing fea-
ture of cerium dioxide is that its work function for
emission of thermal electrons is low (~2.75 eV). As a
result, the dust grains were charged not only by back-
ground electron and ion fluxes, but also via thermionic
JETP LETTERS      Vol. 72      No. 4      2000
emission, which may give rise to a positive grain
charge. In the course of experiments, the electron den-
sity varied from 109 to 1011 cm–3.

Our measurements provided information about such
plasma parameters as the densities of the electrons and
positive ions, the plasma temperature, the dust density,
and the mean diameter of the grains. The spatial dust
structures were analyzed using the pair correlation
function g(r), which is defined as the probability for a
grain to occur at a distance r from the test grain and,
accordingly, characterizes the relative spatial positions
of the grains, i.e., shows whether the grains form sto-
chastic (liquidlike) or regular (crystalline) ordered
structures. The correlation function in the plasma flow
was measured with a time-of-flight laser counter based
on the phenomenon of the scattering of a focused laser
beam by individual dust grains moving through the
measurement region. The radiation scattered by indi-
vidual grains as they traversed the laser beam was col-
lected by an objective and fed to a photodetector. The
received pulsed signals were then processed in order to
calculate the pair correlation function.

The results of measuring spatial dust structures were
compared with the experimental data obtained for an
air jet with CeO2 grains at room temperature. Such a
flow models a “gaseous” plasma, i.e., a plasma with a
random (stochastic) spatial distribution of the dust
grains.

Figure 1 shows representative pair correlation func-
tions g(r) for CeO2 grains in an air jet at room temper-
ature and in a thermal plasma. It is seen that the corre-
lation functions for dust grains with the density nd =
2.0 × 106 cm–3 in an air jet (Fig. 1a) and in a thermal
plasma with the temperature Tg = 2170 K (Fig. 1b) are
essentially the same. Thus, we can conclude that, in this
case, the interaction between grains in a thermal plasma
is weak and ordered dust structures cannot form.

According to Fig. 1c, in a thermal plasma with a
lower temperature (Tg = 1700 K) and higher grain den-
sity (nd = 5.0 × 107 cm–3), the correlation function has
the form characteristic of a liquidlike structure. In such
a plasma, the ion density (ni ~ 109 cm–3) is about one
order of magnitude lower than the electron density
(ne ~ 5 × 1010 cm–3). The grain charge evaluated from
the quasineutrality condition is positive and equals
103e. The experimentally obtained parameter values
Γ > 120 and κ = 1.6 indicate a strong interaction
between grains, thereby evidencing the appearance of
liquidlike dust structures. That the experimentally
observed structures were relatively slightly ordered
(see Fig. 1c) is attributed to the finite plasma lifetime
(about 7 ms), which is too short for the ordered struc-
ture to form completely.
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3. MODELING OF THE DYNAMICS 
OF THE FORMATION OF ORDERED DUST 

STRUCTURES IN A THERMAL PLASMA

In order to interpret the experimental results, we
numerically simulated the dynamics of the formation of
ordered dust structures in a thermal plasma. We begin
by analyzing the main physical processes that govern
the formation of such structures. In our experiments,
when stochastically distributed neutral dust particles
enter the plasma, they are heated to the temperature of
the surrounding gas, acquire an electric charge, and

Fig. 1. Pair correlation function g(r) for CeO2 grains with
the charge Zd = 500 in an air jet at room temperature (Tg ≈
300 K) and in plasmas with the temperatures Tg = 2170 and
1700 K.
start to interact with each other. The simplest estimate
for the thermalization time is

(1)

where mn and nn are the mass and density of the gas
molecules and a and md are the radius and mass of a
dust grain.

Under our experimental conditions (see table), the
thermalization time τth ≈ 5 × 10–6 s is far shorter than
the plasma lifetime tft ~ 7 ms; consequently, we can
assume that the dust grains are heated practically
instantaneously. This assumption is also justified by the
results of investigating the grain dynamics by the cor-
relation spectroscopy technique. Spectroscopy mea-
surements indicate that the dust plasma component is in
equilibrium with the surrounding gas (in which case we
can also neglect anomalous heating of grains in a gas-
discharge plasma).

The formation of ordered dust structures in a ther-
mal plasma was modeled using the methods of molec-
ular dynamics. For each dust grain, we solved the two-
dimensional equation of motion

(2)

into which we incorporated the interaction between
grains; the friction force of the grain on the neutral gas
particles; and the random (Brownian) force Fbr, which
results from the impacts of the molecules of the sur-
rounding gas. Under the assumption that the interaction
between grains is described by the Debye potential, the
force F(r) can be written as

(3)
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8kT
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---------
1–
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------+ r
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  .exp= =
Parameter values used to simulate the formation of ordered dust structures in a thermal plasma

Parameter Value Parameter Value

Plasma temperature T = 1700 K Grain charge Zd = 500

Neutral gas pressure Pn = 1 atm Mean intergrain distance l = 17 µm

Electron plasma density ne = 7 × 1010 cm–3 Screening length λD = 11 µm

Ion plasma density ni = 4 × 1010 cm–3 Dust–neutral-gas friction rate νdn = 9.6 × 104 s–1

Dust density nd = 5 × 107 cm–3 Coupling parameter Γ = 90

Grain radius a = 0.4 µm Parameter κ κ = 2.5

Grain mass md = 1.6 × 10–12 g Coupling parameter with allowance for 
screening

Γs = 8
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The table lists the model parameters, which are
close to those of our experiments. Now, we turn to the
main simulation results. We found that, by the end of
the relaxation process, the system evolves into a well-
ordered state, which can be formally referred to as a liq-
uidlike state. Figure 2 illustrates the evolution of the
pair correlation function g(r) calculated from the
instantaneous positions of the grains. The profiles in
Fig. 2e were evaluated by averaging the function g(r)
over time; the averaging procedure is justified, because,
during the time interval 40 < t < 70 ms, the system
evolves into a steady state and the pair correlation func-
tion remains essentially unchanged. For comparison,
Fig. 2 shows the correlation function that was obtained
directly from experiments and corresponds to Fig. 1c.

Analyzing Fig. 2, we can qualitatively describe how
the ordered dust structures form. First, the grains that
occur at short distances from each other start to fly
apart; as a result, a region arises in which the pair cor-
relation function vanishes (Figs. 2a, 2b). This process is
very fast, because the repulsive forces between the
grains increase sharply as the distance between them
decreases. Then, a pronounced first peak appears in the
profile of the pair correlation function (Fig. 2c). As time
elapses, the first peak becomes higher; this process is
accompanied by the appearance of additional peaks
(Fig. 2d). The steady-state correlation function
(Fig. 2e) is characterized by several pronounced peaks.
Such a function is typical of a closely ordered system.
It is for this reason that the final state of the system was
called a liquidlike state.

The time required for an ordered structure to form
can be defined rather arbitrarily, depending on the cor-
relation scale length in which we are interested. The
larger the distance, the longer the time required for the
pair correlation function at this distance to relax to the
final state. Thus, in the case under analysis, the first
three peaks appear in the profile of the correlation func-
tion on a time scale of about tf ≈ 35 ms. We can also
introduce the time t1 needed for the formation of the
first peak in the pair correlation function. Physically,
this is the time scale on which any short-scale correla-
tion in the system comes into play. For the parameter
values at hand, numerical calculations give t1 ≈ 5 ms.

A distinctive feature of our experiments is the finite
plasma lifetime tft ≈ 7 ms. According to our simulation
results, this indicates that the formation of ordered dust
structures revealed in the experiments was in progress;
consequently, we experimentally determined unsteady
pair correlation functions. Nevertheless, the plasma
lifetime was long enough for short-scale correlations to
come into play.

Figure 2 enables us to compare the pair correlation
function obtained experimentally with the functions
calculated numerically. We point out the following two
circumstances. First, the experimental correlation func-
tion was found to have only one peak, which agrees
well with the simulation results. In fact, Fig. 2d indi-
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cates that, at t = 7 ms, the first peak in the experimental
function is already close to its final shape, while the
higher order peaks are only beginning to form. The
presence of only one peak provides conclusive evi-
dence that the plasma lifetime is insufficiently long for
an ordered structure to form completely. Second, the
first peak in the experimental correlation function is far
wider (by a factor of approximately five) than that in the
function calculated numerically. This discrepancy may
in principle be attributed to the specific features of the
measurement technique using a time-of-flight laser
counter [8, 9].

4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL CRYSTALLINE DUST 
STRUCTURES IN A DC GLOW DISCHARGE

In contrast to the thermal plasma, the plasma of a
low-pressure glow discharge in a gas at room tempera-
ture is nonisothermal. We carried out a series of exper-
iments with dc glow discharges in neon over the pres-
sure range from fractions of a torr to several torr and for
discharge currents from fractions of a milliampere to
several milliamperes.

We observed ordered dust structures in the positive
column of a glow discharge with standing strata—
immobile dark regions alternating with bright zones
with nonuniform luminosity, the characteristic spatial

Fig. 2. Evolution of the pair correlation function. The solid
curves plot the profiles calculated numerically at the times
t = (a) 0.7, (b) 2, (c) 5, (d) 7, and (e) 40 ms. The dashed
curves are for the experimentally obtained profile.
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scale of the strata being about several centimeters [10].
The electric field is relatively strong in the head of a
stratum (i.e., in its bright part) and is weak outside the
head. The floating potential of the discharge-tube wall
is high. As a result, the head of each stratum acts as an
electrostatic well capable of trapping highly dispersed
grains in the positive column of a glow discharge in a
vertically oriented tube, in which case the strong radial
electric field does not allow the grains to escape from
the well and reach the tube wall.

A schematic of the experimental device is shown in
Fig. 3. The grains irradiated by a vertical or horizontal
laser beam were recorded by a video camera (some of

Fig. 3. Layout of the experimental device for studying
ordered dust structures in a gas-discharge plasma.

Video camera
Cylindrical lens
the grains were even observed visually). The formation
of ordered structures can be described as follows.
Micron-sized grains falling from the container into a
glass tube enter the discharge plasma from above and
acquire an electric charge when moving through the
plasma. After the charged grains have fallen below their
equilibrium positions, they stop falling down and move
upward for several seconds; then, they form an ordered
structure, which remains unchanged for an arbitrarily
long time (as long as the discharge parameters remain
unchanged) [11]. Experiments on the formation of
ordered dust structures in the positive column of a glow
discharge were carried out with several kinds of grains:
grains in the form of hollow borosilicate glass micro-
spheres 50–60 µm in diameter, polydisperse Al2O3
grains 3–5 µm in size, and monodisperse melamine-
formaldehyde grains 1.87 µm in diameter.

The grains were seen to form a cloud at the center of
a stratum. As a rule, we observed several clouds simul-
taneously in the neighboring strata. Glass microspheres
formed clouds 5–10 mm in diameter, and the diameter
of the clouds of Al2O3 grains amounted to 20 mm. A
cloud of glass microspheres consisted of 10–20 plane
horizontal layers; the number of layers in a cloud of
Al2O3 grains was even larger. In the vertical direction,
the grains in a cloud built chains. The distance between
the vertical chains was 250–400 µm; and the distance
between the grains in the horizontal direction was 350–
600 µm, so that the grain density was about nd ~ 103–
104 cm–3 [12].

Figure 4a displays a portion of the horizontal cross
section of a dust crystal formed by 1.87-µm-diameter
monodisperse melamine-formaldehyde grains in a dis-
charge plasma in a neon–hydrogen mixture at a pres-
sure of 0.8 torr, the discharge current being 1.1 mA.
The shape of the pair correlation function g(r) for this
ordered structure (see Fig. 4b) provides evidence for
long-scale correlations between the grains, thereby
indicating the crystalline nature of the structure.
Fig. 4. (a) Image of a horizontal cross section of an ordered dust structure in a stratum of the positive column of a glow discharge
and (b) pair correlation function for this structure.
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Fig. 5. Images of glass microspheres in a vertical cross sec-
tion at different discharge currents and plasma pressures: (a)
0.5 mA and 0.47 torr, (b) 0.5 mA and 0.44 torr, and (c)
0.4 mA and 0.37 torr. Figure 5d is a magnified image of a
part of the cylindrical structure shown in Fig. 5c. The scale
in images (a)–(c) is 3 mm, and the scale in the magnified
image (d) is 1 mm.
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Varying the parameters of the discharge plasma (the
plasma pressure and discharge current) made it possi-
ble to change the shape of a dust cloud. Thus, from
Figs. 5a–5c, we can see that, as the discharge current
and plasma pressure decrease, two neighboring ellipti-
cally shaped clouds merge into a cylindrical ordered
dust structure, which extends to several tens of centi-
meters in the vertical direction. Figure 5d presents a
magnified image of a part of the cylindrical structure.

On increasing the discharge current, we observed
the evolution of crystalline structures, first, into liquid-
like structures and, then, into gaseous structures. In a
sense, we may speak of the “melting” of dust crystals.
Thus, for Al2O3 grains at a plasma pressure of 0.3 torr
and a discharge current of 0.4 mA (Fig. 6a), the corre-
lation function has four pronounced peaks (Fig. 7a),
thereby providing evidence for long-scale correlations
between the grains and, accordingly, for the crystalline
nature of the ordered structure. When the discharge cur-
rent is increased by almost one order of magnitude (to
3.9 mA, see Fig. 6b), the shape of the correlation func-
tion implies the existence of only short-scale correla-
tions between the grains; this indicates that the dust
crystal “melts” and “evolves” into a liquidlike structure
(Fig. 7b). We emphasize that, during this “phase transi-
tion,” the distance between the grains (250 µm) remains
almost unchanged [13].

Under certain conditions, we observed the effect of
anomalous heating of the dust component in dc glow
discharges, in which case the grains acquired very high
energies (up to 50 eV). This effect can be explained as
being due to the melting of dust crystals, which was
observed when the plasma parameters changed. Under
certain discharge conditions, increasing the number of
small-sized grains gives rise to composite dust struc-
tures: in some regions, the grains are highly ordered
(plasma crystals), and, in other regions, they experience
convective and oscillatory motions (dust–plasma liq-
uid) [14]. Most of the central region of the composite
Fig. 6. Images of Al2O3 grains in a vertical cross section for a plasma pressure of 0.3 torr at different discharge currents: (a) 0.4 and
(b) 3.85 mA. The scale is 1 mm.
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Fig. 7. Pair correlation function for Al2O3 grains in a vertical cross section at a neon pressure of 0.3 torr and discharge currents of
(a) 0.4 and (b) 3.85 mA.
structure is occupied by a highly ordered dust–plasma
crystal with a pronounced chainlike configuration of
the grains. In the upper region of the structure, the
grains experience convective motion, whose intensity
decreases toward the center of the structure. In the
lower region, the grains are observed to oscillate in the
vertical direction (grain density waves) at a frequency
of about 10 Hz and a wavelength of about 1 mm, the
mean intergrain distance being 200 µm (Fig. 8). Such
self-excited oscillations can be driven by the instability
of dust acoustic waves; the nature of this instability
requires a separate study [15].

Let us estimate the grain parameters under condi-
tions typical of glow discharges: the electron thermal
energy is kTe ~ 3 eV, the ion thermal energy is 0.03 eV,
and the electron density is approximately 109 cm–3. In a
glow discharge in neon, the floating potential of the
grains amounts to Vd ~ (kTe/e) ~ 3 V. The grain charge
can be found from the relationship Zd = aVd. Conse-
quently, the charge of glass microspheres 50–60 µm in
size is estimated to be ~105 e.

The grain charge can also be deduced from the bal-
ance between the gravitational and electrostatic forces
in a stratum, Zd = mdg/eEs. At Es ~ 10 V/cm, the charge
of glass microspheres with the mass md ~ 10–8 g is esti-
mated to be Zd ~ 106 e. This estimate is about one order
of magnitude larger than what we have just obtained for
typical discharge parameters. This discrepancy can be
explained by noting that, in the region occupied by the
stratum, there is a second peak (at 15 eV) in the profile
of the electron energy distribution function, so that,
inside the stratum, the grains acquire a negative charge
until the grain floating potential becomes as high as
Vd ~ (kTe/e) ~ 15–30 V, which corresponds to the float-
ing potential of the discharge-tube wall. As a result, the
Fig. 8. Image of an ordered dust structure of monodisperse
grains 1.87 µm in diameter at a discharge current of 5 mA
and a plasma pressure of 0.3 torr. The vertical dimension of
the frame is 10.6 mm.
Fig. 9. Layout of the experimental device in space experi-
ments.

Video camera
Cylindrical lens

Ampoule
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(‡) (b)

Fig. 10. Sequence of states of an ensemble of bronze grains in an ampoule at a pressure of 40 torr (a) 20 and (b) 110 s after shaking
the ampoule.
charges of glass microspheres and Al2O3 grains are
approximately equal to ~106 and 105 e, respectively.

5. PLASMA DRIVEN BY UV RADIATION 
UNDER MICROGRAVITY CONDITIONS

A dusty plasma with positively charged grains can
also be produced by irradiating the neutral grains in a
buffer gas by a flux of photons with energy above the
work function for photoelectronic emission from the
grain surface. The conditions in such a plasma may be
favorable for the appearance of ordered crystalline
structures. Since, for most substances, the characteris-
tic work function for photoelectronic emission is lower
than 6 eV, the fluxes of photons with energies lower
than, or on the order of, 12 eV can be used to charge the
grains positively without ionizing the buffer gas (such
as helium and argon).

Ordered structures of the grains charged by solar
radiation have been studied in microgravity experi-
ments aboard the Mir space station [16]. Investigation
of the formation of ordered dust structures in such
experiments provided fundamentally new information
that cannot be obtained under terrestrial conditions.
Note also that intense fluxes of UV radiation in space
can charge dust grains via photoemission, in which
case, grains several microns in size acquire a positive
charge of about ~102–104 e.

Space experiments were performed with glass
ampoules filled with neon at different pressures (0.01
and 40 torr) and containing spherical bronze grains
coated with cesium (Fig. 9). Before the experiment, the
ampoule was placed in front of the window of the Mir
station. The grains were irradiated by a planar laser
beam (“laser sheet”) with a width less than 200 µm and
were recorded by a video camera.

Since the grains were deposited on the ampoule
wall, the experiments were carried out as follows: first,
the ampoule underwent an external dynamic action
(it was shaken up); then, the grains relaxed to the initial
state (they were again deposited on the wall). Figure 10
illustrates the evolution of an ensemble of grains in an
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ampoule at a pressure of 40 torr under the action of
solar radiation. Experimental observations revealed
that, initially, the grains moved in a random fashion.
Then, the grain motion usually became ordered; at a
high pressure, the grain motion along certain trajecto-
ries in an ampoule was found to be more intense. In
some experiments, the grains were observed to experi-
ence not only translational, but also oscillatory motion.
When processing the measured data on grain trajecto-
ries, the grain velocity was found to vary periodically in
all the experiments. Such velocity variations may be
attributed either to the fluctuations of the grain charge
or to the dynamic action of microaccelerations aboard
the Mir space station.

Experiments on the Mir station revealed another
interesting effect—the formation of agglomerates in
which the number of grains varied from three or four to
several hundred and which could be detached from the
ampoule wall by slightly shaking up the ampoule. The
agglomerates primarily appeared several seconds after
the ampoule was shaken up, and thereafter they
decayed under the action of solar radiation. Presum-
ably, the agglomeration of grains in the ampoule is
explained by the fact that, in the initial stage of irradia-
tion, some of the grains were charged positively (via
photoelectronic emission) and others were charged
negatively (by the fluxes of the emitted electrons).

According to the estimates obtained when analyzing
the grain dynamics, the grains may acquire a charge as
large as several units of 104 elementary charges, the
coupling parameter being Γ ~ 104. Although the grain
charge and coupling parameter were both large, no
strong correlations among the grains were observed:
the grains formed only liquidlike structures.

6. CONCLUSION

Our experimental study of strongly interacting dust
grains in a thermal plasma at atmospheric pressure and
in the positive column of a dc glow discharge demon-
strates the possibility of the formation of ordered dust
structures (including crystalline structures) in dusty
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plasmas with specific parameters (e.g., in a thermal
plasma, which characteristically occupies a fairly large
region and in which the dust structures are essentially
three-dimensional). The ordered dust structures appear
in a quasineutral plasma region rather than in an elec-
trode sheath. That the experimental pair correlation
function has only one maximum is explained by the
finite lifetime of the thermal plasma: the correlation
function was measured over the time interval during
which the formation of an ordered structure was still in
progress.

In a stratum of a dc glow discharge, we observed
various kinds of ordered structures of micron-sized
grains: from liquidlike structures with short-scale cor-
relations, to crystalline structures (dust–plasma crys-
tals) with long-scale correlations. The ordered struc-
tures differ in shape; in the inner region of the structure,
the grains can experience convective motion.

A comparative analysis of the results from experi-
mental and theoretical studies of an ensemble of dust
grains charged by solar radiation via photoemission
under microgravity conditions confirm the conclusion
that the grains may form extended liquidlike ordered
structures even in a plasma in which the agglomeration
processes are very intense.

The results of our investigations may have some
important applications. Ordered structures in dusty
plasmas can be successfully used to solve both theoret-
ical and practical problems. One of the most important
theoretical problems in plasma physics is that of study-
ing strongly nonideal multicomponent plasmas. The
results of experiments with crystalline dust structures
can be conveniently used to develop and validate ana-
lytic models of such plasmas. It is also important to
investigate the lattice dislocations in crystals, the ther-
modynamics of crystal lattices having dislocations and
dislocation-free lattices, the interaction of laser light
with crystals, oscillations and waves in ordered struc-
tures, and related resonance phenomena. In solid state
physics, the results of these investigations can be used
to model atomic and molecular crystals. In the physics
of critical phenomena, the study of phase transitions in
dusty plasmas can provide new insights into the con-
densation processes. The possibility of creating small
systems consisting of several dust grains and an analy-
sis of their stochastic motion and their response to
external fields can be very useful for investigating the
dynamic processes in such systems.

Among microelectronics-related applications, we
can mention the problem of removing particles in man-
ufacturing integrated circuits and the problem of mod-
eling small crystals (nanocrystals) in studying plasma
methods for film deposition. Commercial applications
of our results may include the following issues: the cre-
ation of coatings through the UV radiation–controlled
deposition of grains suspended in a plasma onto a sub-
strate for the purpose of fabricating new artificial mate-
rials with the desired properties (including porous and
composite materials), the production of granules with
multilayer coatings from substances with different
properties, etc.

This work was supported in part by the Russian
Foundation for Basic Research, project nos. 95-02-
06456, 97-02-17565, and 98-02-16828.
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